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Set sail with a preview of 'South
Pacific,' the musical that marks the
67th production of the student-run •
Campus Lights.
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Krystal attracts crowds
Fast food joints burgers small,
square, irresistable to townies
by Vanessa Childers
Assistant News Editor
Four-year-old Joey Allen and his father
Denny Allen were the first customers to line
up outside Krystat II 00 Chestnut St., during
its grand opening Monday.
· After waiting 45 minutes for the restaurant
•to officially open its doors and hand out the
first Krystal hamburger, Joey took a bite of
his fast-food brunch at 10:30 a.m.
"It's little, like me," Joey said when he saw
the 2.5 inches by 2.5 inches sandwich.
Although excited about his "little" hamburger, Joey was even more excited about the
toy that accompanied his meal.
"I told you they would have toys," Joey
said to his father ac; Denny Allen handed him
a cup and lid with a plastic Ktystal hamburger on top. ·
The toy entertained Joey for a few minutes,
until he had his dad buy him cookies for
dessert.
"Joey said it was the best burger he'd ever
had," Allen said as he and his son left the
restaurant.
The excitement of Krystal'!> grand opening
did not stop with young Joey.

By II a.m., the 24-hour drive-thru was full
of vehicles and the dining room was packed
with customers.
Derek Hunter•.senior from St. Charles, Mo.,
was among the first visitors at Krystal.
"It's somewhere new, and I'd never been
there before,'' Hunter said. "It's decent food
for the money."
Joseph and Marilyn Cooper, the husband
and wife team who own Murray's Krystal
franchise, were excited about the large
crowds on the first day of business.
"I was very pleased (wilh business on Monday)," Joe Cooper said. "Everyone I have
talked to have just been overly nice and said
they were just waiting and waiting for us to
open."
Cooper said he estimated between 6,000
and 7,000 sandwiches were sold Monday.
"Any college town is a great location (for a
restaurant)," Cooper said. ''We've been
extremely busy and we're doing very, very
good."
Even though breakfast was not served
Monday, Cooper said it has been selling well
for the past two days.
.
Marilyn Cooper's parents attended the
grand opening to support their daughter and to

grab a quick lunch. Her mother helped by
cleaning tables in the dining area when customers filled the restaurant,
In addition to customers and employees,
future franchise owners also visited Krystal
on its first day of business.
Bob Pappas, who plans to open Krystul
franchises with his wife and children in Virginia, visited Murray Monday to witness lhe
restaurant's opening.
"The corporation culled and (suggested we)
witness an opening to see what we are getting
ourselves into," Pappas said. "I'm a business
person, and J sold my company a few years
ago. I'm getting restless, nnd I want to do
something.''
Pappas said his franchises are scheduled to
open in August.
Krystal is the oldest fast-lood chain in the
the southeastern United Stutes. After 71 years
of business, the restaurnnt currently has more
than 425 operating franchises .
Said Cooper: ''We're looking into other
franchises for western Kentucky. but we're
very happy with everything we've got right
now."

Joey Allen and his father Denny
Allen wait patiently Monday for tbe
first square burger off the grill.
Krystal's immense popularity has
resulted in long waits and long lines
of cars wrapped around the restaurant all week.
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Elected oH~cials, students respond to budget crisis

Legislators divide over
budget cuts' legitimacy
by Vanessa Childers
AssL,.tant [\;t•ws Editor

and chief budget officers of each public w llege in
Kentucky was about how they could all agree on the
distribution of the $45 million cut in restricted
funds.
The same day, lhe presjdents accepted an offer
from the governor's administration to reduce the
figure to $41 million. Nine hours and 2 1 proposed
scenarios later, the officials finally came to an agreement about how much money each university would
have to give back to the state.
"Our overall cut is about 5.9 percent, but we fared
better than some other schools," Alexander said.
"The state average cut (to public institutions of higher education) is 6.8 percent. Schools with higher
amount of restricted funds got hit much harder than
Murray State."
Sen. Joey Pendleton said such cuts made to education leave him feeling very uncertain.
"The thing that concerns me about the budget cuts
is not only the tuition increases, but the restrictions
(to other entities)," Pendleton said. "Since I'm from
Hopkinsville, I am wondering what happens to our
extended campuses."
He said he hopes a compromise can be found so
not as much money is cut from education.
Upchurch said he thinks Fletcher's proposal will
be a good one and will be the first step in fixing the
problems the state has had for the past several years.
Jackson said the legislature will begin reforming
Fletcher's proposal as soon as he presents it to the
General Assembly and should have a final budget prepared by
April.

Gov. Ernie Fletcher will present his budget proposal to a joint session of the General Assembly on
Jan. 27. but his earlier announcement about the cuts
in post-secondary education funding has state officials on the Hill talking.
"I'm very concerned about (the budget cuts),"
Sen. Bob Jackson said. "We have worked very hard
the past several years in advancing post-secondary
education and K-12 as well, and this is not the time
to go backward.''
Rep. Ken Upchurch, minority whip of the House
of Representatives, said the action is essential to balance the commonwealth's budget.
"We have to give the governor the benefit of the
doubt at this point," Upchurch said.
Fletcher's proposal will show for what entities the
governor proposes cuts in order to balance the budget.
,
"It was my take that (Fletcher's cuts) could be
absorbed by the schools, that they could use money
they had in reserves to compensate for it,'' Upchurch
c;aid. ''I'm excited about the presentation of his budget and being able to see the direction in which he's
going to take the state."
Jackson, minority whip of the Senate and Murray
State graduate, said he did not see justification in
using large cute; in higher education as a means to
improve Kentucky.
"We don't want to cut funding back to the point
that institutions have to dramatically increase
tuition," he said. "Obviously, if we start cutting
funds to higher education, it affects (students)
directly."
Rep. Marie Rader said she knows the
budget cuts are coming. and legislators
After Gov. Ernie Fletcher pro
are concerned.
"We know education is what
Assembly the legislatio
moves the economy forward
and we don't want (the budget
cuts) to be any higher than
, necessary," she said.
Rader said she was confiA vote to not concur wi 11 mean that
dent as the economy moves
the proposal will then enter into
forward Kentucky officials
will find a new tax plan to
conference committees. Figures
improve aiJ stages of edufor the official budget cuts will be
cation.
"{The cuts) coming in
finalized in April at the end of the
the middle of the year is
extreme! y difficult," Rep.
congressional session.
Robert "Buddy" Buckingham said.
Buckingham
said
although the cuts could be
worse, Murray State is not
the university hurt most
by the reductions.
University President F.
King Alexander said last
Friday's meeting between
the university president.c;
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Students express concern
about expenses, question·
state government motives
b y Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
With education budge't cuts at the
top of the current legislative agenda.
financial planning for next semester
looms in the back of many students'
minds.
Andy Kaelin, sophomore from
Louisville. said the cuts will hurt a
lot of students, and he expects
tuition will be raised next semester
to the point some will no longer be
able to afford an education.
"If they were going to try and
make budget cuts, ,lhey could have
taken a little bit from everywhere.
instead of most from a few places."
he said.
Jacob Dunman, junior from Jeffersonville, Ind., said he wa:; expecting
further budget cuts because of the
wavering economy.
"Education is one of the things
that gets hit the hardest," Dunman
said.

'

Warren Basham, :.enior from
Princeton, disagreed with Gov.
Ernie Fletcher·s plan to cut the cducution hudget.
"There ;u-e bener things Fletcher
could cut from to help the budget,"
Basham said. "I have several friends
who are doing everything they cun
just to stay in school, and here':; Mr.
Fletcher making things more difficult.''
Matt Charbonneau, freshman from
Greenville, said cutting back on
money for education was counterproductive.
"It's kind of pointless for them to
be cutting the education budget,"
Charbonneau said. '1'hey need us to
get an education here SO we Ci.Ul get
good jobs and give back someday.''
Jill Starkey, sophomore from
Springfield, Ill., said an increase in
class sizes and a decrease in available sections of classes would probably be an effect of the budget cuts.
''I live out of state and I get
regional tuition and I'm afraid it's
going to intluence that, ·•
Starkey said. "The
opportunities
here are
s0

Following thiBudget Cuts

-

to a joint session of the General
following process:

Fletcher's
The budget
cut is final.

House of
Represcntatives

for revisions

appealing, and I'm afmid that Murray State is going to lose its appeal to
other students who live out of state."
When Grant Gallimore, junior
from Puryear. Tenn., first heard
about the proposed budget cuts. he
wondered why higher education was
being cut He said he hoped tuition
would not go up us much as projected, but he will be at Murray Stale
next year regardless.
"I appreciate the stance of the
democrats who have commented on
the budget, and those who are not
willing to sacrifice higher education
and will look to other areas for
money,'' Gallimore said.
Chris Hopper, sophomore from
Nashville, Tenn.. agreed Fletcher
s~uld have more closely examined
other areas to cut in~tead of
announcing a large cut in the higher
education fund .
"I am loudly and obnoxiously
objecting (the budget cuts)," Hopper
said.
Starkey said an increase in tuition
would not keep her from returning to
Murray State next semester, but she
expected it to have far-reaching
effects on her experiences. She said
the University e-mails helped her
stay informed of the situation and
she appreciated the efforts.
··The University at least has
informed us of what will happen if
this takes place and what will be
affected," Starkey said. "Still the
c-mails being sent out are put in
such a way that things arc not
completely clear. ... I understand them, hut I'm sure plenty
of students don't: '
Hopper :tgrccd the Uni\ersity kept him well informed of
update<; in the budget.
"l've per~onally e-mniled a
couple of legislators, and I'm
on the (Student Government
Association) organization that
is also involved in objecting,"
he said . "Hopefully I can gel
some legislators to decline the
governor's proposed cuts, butut
the very least we can show
them that we are objecting to
this. and our votes do matter."
Amanda Hall/guest
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•Police ·s eat

Student Government Association

In the Jan 16 publication, it was incorrectly to fill five vacant Senate positions
reported. in the staff editorial that online
Five senate positions are available for the
course fees were raised for the spring 2004
Student Government Association.
semester. Fees for such classes were not
Two positions are open in both the College
raised for this semester. The error was in
of
Education and the College of Health Sci·
incorrectly comparing the cost of undergrad·
ences and Human Services. One position is
uate Web courses to the graduate courses.
available in the College of Science, EngineerIn the Jan 16 publication, Sean Mitchuson
ing and Technology.
was incorrectly reported as studying abroad
Students must be members of these colleges
with the Kentucky Institute for International
to apply to represent them.
Studies. Mitchuson is participating in a direct
Applications for these positions are due by
study with the Kansai Gaidai University in
noon Monday in the SGA Office.
Japan.
A short interview for all applicants will be
Also in the jan. 16 publication, The Stables
held at 5 p.m. Wednesday night at the SGA
was incorrectly named Sunset Strips.
Senate meeting in the Curris Center's Barkley
In addition, William Benrih>r, director of
Room.
Food Services, stated The Stables would not
For more information, visit www.msusga.
operate on weekends due to internal budcom.
getary concerns. How~:>ver, Benriter said
Wednesday at the Student Government Asso·
dation meeting that the restaurant would
Campus Briefly is complied by Vanessa Childm,
remain open on weekends.
To report an error in "The Murray State assistant news editor. If you would like to submit
News," phone 762-4468 or e-mail the· information for a brief, phone 762-4468 or e-mail
news@murraystate.edu.
tht'1lews@murraystate.edu.
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CAMPUS BRIEFLY
Thursday, Jan. 15

Rashod Taylor/The News

Ricky Agostin, junior from Louisvtue,
and Kory Cunningham, freshman from
Murr ay, play Dance Revolution after a
Campus Outrea ch meeting Tuesday.

4:57 a.m. A resident ad\'iser in
Franklin College advised his wallet was stolen from his room. The
residence director requested the
locks to the room be changed
since the RA's key was in his wallet. Central Plant was advised,
and a report was taken.
4:12 p.m. The Murray Police
Department requested assistance
with a hit-and-run accident which
occurred on campus at 1505 Main
St. An accident report was taken.
6:49 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a tire was rolling
in the street headed toward Elizabeth College. The tire was placed
on the side of the road, and the
owner was advised.
8:05 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a possible
domestic violence situation. Her

ex-boyfriend was knocking on the
door of her apartment. The sub·
ject was gone upon officer arrival.
9:51 p.m . A caller from the Doyle
Fine Arts Center reported people
in the west stairwell smoking
marijuana. The subjects were
gone upon officer arrival.

Friday, Jan. 16
2:27 a.m. A caller from College
Courts advised noises from the
neighboring apartment were
keeping him awake.
9:07 a.m. A caller from the Doyle
Fine Arts Center advised three
sewing machines were missing
from the costume room under the
stage of Robert E. johnspn Theatre. A report was taken.
11:31 a.m. A Hart College resident
reported an area rug was taken
from the residence hall. A report
was taken.
7:38 p.m. An officer issued a verII bat warning to a driver who was
' driving with only one headlight
and no license in possession.

Saturday, Jan. 17
12:46 a.m . A Public Safety officer
assisted the Murray Police
Department with a violent situa·
tion at the Sigma Chi fraternity
house. A report was taken.
, 1:15 a.m . A caller from the intra·
mural fields advised two naked
male subjects were running across
the grass. The subjects were gone
upon officer arrival.
1:18 p.m. An officer issued a verbal warning to an individual for
driving with expired registration.

Sunday, Jan. 18
3:11 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a vehicle accident
without injuries. A vehicle hit the
fire plug, but there was no visible
damage. The city water depart·
ment was contacted to check the
plug. A report was taken.
6:17p.m. A caller from the Doyle
Fine Arts Center reported a large
spill of photograph developing
chemicals on the floor of Room
735. Central Plant and Facilities
Management were notified and
advised someone would clean the
spill.

Monday, Jan. 19
1:41 a.m. Justin L. Davis, sopho·
more from Memphis, Tenn., was
arrested for driving under the
influence in the Regents College
parking lot.
6:20 p.m. The residence director
for College Courts reported the
resident in Apartment 912 turned
on the heater in the bedroom, and
a puff of smoke and dust came
out of it. Central Plant was noti·
fied, and a report was taken.
8:57 p.m . The fire alarm at
Springer College was activated by
smoke in the first floor kitchen.,
The Murray Fire Department was
notified and responded.

Tuesday, Jan~ 20
5:09p.m. A caller from Hart College requested to speak with an
officer concerning messages writ·
ten on the dry·erase board on her
room door.
11 p.m. A caller from Regents Col·
lege reported the smell of marijuana on the eighth floor of the
building. An officer determined
the call was unfounded.

Wednesday, Jan. 21
9:25 a.m. An officer issued a ver·
bat warning to a driver who failed
to yield at a crosswalk on 16th
Street.
10:13 a.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported an elevator with an
individual inside was stuck
between floors. The subject was
rescued from the elevator with
assistance from Public Safety.
Facilities Management was noti·
fied.
3:44 p.m. A caller reported a tree
was on fire on 16th Street. The
Murray Fire Department was
notified. A report was taken.
Racer Escorts: 2
Motorist Assists: 1

Police Beat is compiled by Vanessa
Childers, assistant news editor, with
information provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed.
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-: Marching in memory of his dream
Speaker inspires students,
remembers past struggles
-·

"Just like Dr. King. I would sit in church as a young
boy and just be blown away by preachers," Mackey
said: "They were able to influence people with their
Students, faculty and members of the community skillfully selected words, and with their presentations,
who filed into the small ballroom of the Curris Center they were able to move people."
Appropriately, this spring Mackey will receive his
' on Monday morning might have thought they were
; coming to remember the death of Martin Luther King bachelor's degree in religion and philosophy. He hopes
to attend Princeton Theological Seminary in the fall
Jr.
_ When they left, however, most were convinced King and is currently the assistant pastor for Key Memorial
was still alive in the spirit and words of Terry Mackey. United Methodist Church in Nashville, Tenn.
"The one thing I would want my audience to leave
The Murray Stale chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha fra''temity brought Mackey, multiple oratory award-win- with would be that if your dreams are to come true, you
1'ner and senior at risk University, to campus to serve as must stop daydreaming," Mackey said. "Make your
' keynote speaker for "Preserving the Dream: A March dreams larger than yourself. When it's about more than
and Celebration of Love in Tribute to Dr. Martin just you, when your dream will help millions of people,
it serves as a greater impetus for achieving that
Luther King."
• · Following a brief program of prayel', poetry reading, dream."
Mackey's own life is a testament to this message, as
1.scrip1ure and song, Mackey took the stage, transformhe is a finst generation college student on his father's
ing the lectern into his own pulpit.
He discussed the life and legacy of King, mentioning side and the first male on his mother's side.
"I have to succeed - it's a necessity, I must. l'm
King's dream of equality, as well as what Mackey
• called his second dream, that of "genuine community." standing on the shoulders of those who've fought, died
• His rousing speech closed with a recitation of Rudyard and bled so that I could bring my goals to fruition,''
.. Kipling's "If," as Mackey took off his glasses. closed Mackey said .
"It's notjust for me, but for my mom and dad who
his eyes and drew m the crowd with his energy.
"lf the speech is going to really move the people, it couldn't attend college, for my grandmother and
' must finst move you," Mackey said. "I believe in the grandfather who instilled in me at a young age that I
could do all things through Christ," Mackey said. "I
old saying, 'From the heart will reach the heart."'
Born and raised in Memphis, Tenn., Mackey said he owe it to Frederick Douglas, Ida B. Wells and Rosa
' becuine involved with public speaking at a young age, Parks, the great patriarchs and matriarchs who fought
the inhumane system of slavery so that I could enjoy
· sitting in a church pew, much like King.

by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writer

..

P,llll Baker/The Ne1~

University studen ts. faculty and staff unite with communi ty members to celebrate the life of
Martin Luther King Jr. with a march across campus from the C urris Center on Jan. 19.
the privileges I know today."
At the conclusion of the program, a celebratory
march took place through campus, turning at Sparks
Hall and making its way down 15th Street, back to the
Curris Center.
"The program and the Spi:aker were a'itounding,"
said Scott Ellison, sophomore from Belleville, Ill .• "I

wouldn't exp\!ct any less from the brothers of Alpha
Phi Alpha."
Shawna Smith, senior from St. Louis. at,rreed . ,
"I love tu support Alpha Phi Alpha und the office of
African-American Student Services," she said. "Martin
Luther King did a lot for African-Americans and ror all
Americans. I felt it was my honor and duty to be here."

.Officials report robbery increase, suggest safety measures:
by Elizabeth Caw ein
Swff Writer

The Murray Police Department has
· recently observed a sharp increase in home
• break-ins recently, Captain of Detectives
, Eddie Rollins said
• "We have noticed about a 75 percent
increase an robberies over the past 30 to 60
days,'· Rollins said. "It appears that the suspects are mainly looking for cash."
· Rollins said he believes the robberies are
'· linked to at least two separate people or
groups because of slight differences in the
'• break-ins. He also said taking several simple precautions can help prevent robberies.

t.

.

"One of the first things you can do is
have adequate lighting, and leave some
type of lighting on at all times," he said.
The Burglary Prevention Council offers
further advice in this area.
According to the council's Web site,
homeowners should create the illusion they
are home by using timers on lights, radios
and televisions. Making a residence appear
occupied, even when no one is home. will
deter criminals,""'ccording lO the Web site.
Securing doors ir:; also important, said
Rollins.
"Lock your doors and keep them locked,"
he said. "Even if you think you will only be
gone for a short time, or you'l'e jiJst step.-

ping outside, lock your doors."
Cheyenne Chapman, senior from Paris,
Tenn., lives in a house on 16th Street.
Chapman said burglary has never been a
source of worry for she and her two housemates.
"Robbery is not a concern," !-the said.
"We fee l like we're pretty safe. Our garage
door stays open. it's open all night. Nothing
has ever come up missing..,
Chapman said even when all three residents are out of town for a period of time,
she feels the house is secure, largely
because a friend or neighbor comes by
twice a day to feed the roommates' pets.
:Even if you do not have .pets, Rollins said

it is important for neighbors to work togethThe Burglary Prevention Council rccomcr to secure their home..,.
mends homeowners never leave clues that
··communicate with your neighbors," he they may be away on a trip. ·
said. "Work together with them to keep
Tht: council's Web site recommcmls hav ...
your ne1ghborhood safe by notifying police ing a trusted neighbor collect mail and
if you observe nnything suspicious."
newspapers while away so delivered items
Amanda Miller, senior from Metropolis, do not accumulate.
Ill., said her house was burglariz~i.l over
The council ulso suggested asking a
Winter Break.
neighbor to park in the driveway or parking
Miller. whose apartment is on the north place to make it uppear someone is at home.
side of Murray, said entry to her apartment
Prior to the incident in her home, Miller
was forced and several valuable hems were was also the victim of n personal rohherY.,
stolen.
when her checkbook wa-; stolen while she
Other than being at home at tht• time of studi!.Q in Waterfield lihrary.
the incident, Miller said there was no way .,.. M111er's ndvice for fellow students was to
to prcvenl the trime. ·
'
•
'nl\·.er take snfety for granted,"

II you ,,.,,, seeing this sign:

STOP
PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL THERAPY

ATTENTION STUDENTS,
FACUL1Y, WEEKEND
WARRIORS AND
ATHLETES
Now you can get help with you injuries.
Purchase Area Physical Therapy and Physical
Therapist Tommy West, is offering you a choice!

COME VISIT US
FOR A FREE INITIAL
CONSULTATION
For more information and scheduling
appointments phone
(270) 759-9500
PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
208 S. Sixth St., Murray, KY
Mon. -Fri., 8 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

because ol bad or squeaky brakes,

LOOK lor this sign:

BRII\11\1'§
Quality !iervice & Lube, Inc.
COME ON IN II NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED!! Our team of mechanics is qualified
in brake repair, replacemen~ &inspection. Our hours are Mon.- Sat,
8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. GET THE BEST SERVICE AT A GREAT PRICE where
"The Golden Rule'' is our policy!

LDcated at 5(}1 s. 12th St (next to Log Cabin Restaurant) 759-0003

Visit us at one of our four convenient locations!
200 A. N. 12th St.
Murray
270-753-3086

HWY 641 South
Hazel
270-492-8839

417 S. Sixth St.
Mayfield
270-251-0640

325 Main St.
Benton
270-527-011 0
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Opinion Edltor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-4468

Fletcher
betrays
students

\~ht \(,cld'ttS,
w\lo want~ . So~
of \,rand~

''spw~\'' 'O~ies1

What do you think of
President F. King
Alexander's payraise?

Governors cuts on higher
education budget will rob
Kentucky of its future

"I think it's ironic
that he gets a
raise amidst all of
the budget cuts."

Don't be fooled by
those who say the cuts
Gov. Ernie Fletcher has
made on higher education are inconsequential.
The Governor's decision to take money from
·the state's univer:oities
to balance Kentucky's #
budget is nothing but a
tax increase on those
who will have to pay
inevitable increa~es in
college tuition.
It will end the college
careers of some young
people because they
SEN. j OEY
won't be able to afford
another increase in
PENDLETON
tullton,
moving
us
toward a society where only the wealthy are
able to auend college.
Virtually all of Kentucky's colleges
approved hefty tuition increases last year
because of previous cuts to higher education.
Cuts like these will delay or :;tall key ini tiatives that have been centerpieces of the
state's hard-won progress. not only in education. but in economic development as
well.
F letcher has made a tor of promises ibout
economic gain and attracting jobs in the new
economy. You can' t have progress like that
without education.
Our state has been struggling to climb the
educational ladder to a brighter future. and
we have made progress. Fletcher is pushing
us back down.
Keep in mind we're not talking about a
small hit to our universities. The $41 million
Fletcher is taking from restricted funds,
funds the universities produce themselves
through contracts, athletic:; and gifts among
other sources, is only $10 million less than
the $5 1 million Murray will receive from the
state's general fund this year.
•
This restricted fund cut comes o n top of a
$24 million cut in state funds.
Don"t be fooled. Our governor promised,
that if elected, he would cut waste, fraud and
abuse. and restore hope. Instead of cutting
fat, he's cutting into our state's future .

In My
Opinion

Delanda Olive
~.Mutray

"Don't hate the
King. love his
bling."
Brandon Lancaster

Medicinal marijuana cures

junior. Central City

Our View
ISSUE:

"I think be
deserves it
because he has
had some difficult
times in the past
few years and I
think he's a great
president."

A MEDICINAL
FORM OF
MARIJUANA FOR
MULTIPLE-SCLEROSIS SUFFERERS IS
EXPECTED TO HIT
THE BRITISH
MARKET THIS

Blair Bennett

SUMMER.

scp/lomore, Eddyville

POSITION:

"Who's King
Alexander?"

T HE

U.S.

GOVERNMENT
SHOULD MAKE

EricO'Rdlly

SIMILAR REVISIONS

senior, Hardinsburg

TO LAWS
PROHIBITING
CANNABIS-BASED
MEDICINES TO
EASE THE PAIN OF
A MERICANS

Rashod Taylor/The News

SUFFERING FROM
MULTIPLE

Ml1fr~y.~•,·state
IlC\VS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

ScLEROSIS AND
OTHER DISEASES.

The staff editorial is the to change the ex1stmg
majority opinion of the law on the use of medicieditorial board of "The nal marijuana, an action
Murray State News." The officials claim they are
editorial board is com- willing to do.
It is expected Sativex
posed of all section editors.
will be approved and on
the British market this
Kentuckians suffering summer, at which point
from multiple sclerosis, the producers p lan to
an incurable disease expand to other parts of
affecting the central ner- Europe and North Amerivous system, are subject ca.
But will MS sufferers
to what can become continuous muscle spasms. be allowed to benefit
from the new drug? If
shaking and pain.
Why Kentuckians and state laws continue as
not all sufferers of the they are now, only docdisease? Because Ken- tors in California, Alaska,
Hawaii,
tucky is one of 42 states Colorado,
in the U.S. which pro- Maine, Oregon, Nevada
hibits the use of medici- and Washington will be
nal marijuana, an aid allowed to prescribe the
numerous MS sufferers drug to needy patients.
Furthermore, it is not
have claimed eases the
often unbearctble symp- only people suffering
from MS who can benefit
toms of the disease.
it
is from using medicinal
Meanwhile,
expected the United marijuana. In fact, those
IGngdom Medicines and suffering from glaucoma,
Healthcare Agency will eating disorders and the
approve
Sativex,
a symptoms of chemothercannabis-based medici ne apy can also experience
designed to relieve the significant relief.
In the instance of MS, it
symptoms of multiple
is suspected that more
sclerosis.
To do so. British law- than 10 percent of its sufmakers will be required ferers use marijuana ille-

gaily to ease their pain.
So why tum victi ms of
devastating diseases into
criminals?
Americans in every
state deserve the opportunity to alleviate the often
debilitating symptoms of
multiple sclerosis, cancer
and glaucoma.
Many sufferers who
have used medicinal marijuana vouge that it has
rid them of enough -pain
to live relatively normal
lives.
How can the state deny
its citizens a life free
from pain?
Afte rall, drugs like
morphine. which has
effec ts
significantly
stronger than those of
marijuana, is legal if prescribed by a doctor.
So why not cannabisbased products?
It is time Kentucky
takes a cue from the United Kingdom and the
above-mentioned states
and sets stereotypes
aside.
.
Let MS. cancer and
glaucoma sufferers ease
their pain, even if marijuana is the medicine is
necessary to do so.

Sen. Joey Pendleton. D-Hopk.inn•illt, repre:
sems Christian. Logan and Todd counties.
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Administrator Don Robertson
deserves University's gratitude
I just want to thank Severo Avila for
pointing out all the hard work that Dr.
Don Robertson. vice president of Student
Affairs, does on Murray State's campus.
1 can attest to this man's devotion
toward every student at Murray State University because I have watched him for
almost 12 years of my life do everything
he can to make the University a better
place for its students.
Obviously, I'm a bit biased but I am
incredibly proud of what my father does
for this University and am glad to know
that other students recognize all the work
he does as well.
Thank you again.
Emily S Robertson
Senior
Murray

'The News' incorrectly reports
Web course prices in editorial
I would like to point out an error in an
editorial in the Jan. 16 edition of "The
Murray State News." In that editorial. it is
claimed that the University administration
increased the cost of online courses for the
second time this year.
I am the administrator responsible for
online courses and there was no increase

.......

in online course costs implemented for
spring 2004.
An increase was approved by the Board
of Regents last spring and implemented in
fall 2003. That increase was widely debated by "The Murray State News" at the
time.
The online course tuition is published in
the official 2003-04 Schedule of Fees and
is $180.50 per hour for undergraduate
classes and $254.50 per hour for graduate
classes.
In reviewing the editorial, I can only
assume that you have comparc:d the cost
of an undergraduate Web class to the cost
of a graduate Web class.
What I know to be a fact is that tuition
for online courses was not increased by
the University for the spring semester.
John Yates
Dean Continuing Education/Academic
Outreach

'Lord of the Rings' coverage
features thoughtless opinions
Except for the Bible, it is likely that
J.R.R. Tolkien's "Lord of the Rings" trilogy is the one written text which has been
translated into more languages and
enjoyed by ~ore readers than any other
literary work, possibly now even surpassing Homer's '"Iliad" and "Odyssey."
But hey, guys, you never would have
known that by reading most of the reviews

.........

._~

'of the film trilogy on page 8 of your paper time.
(Jan. 16 edition).
In ).0 doing, they will become watchDr. Lorrah's remarks about the careful- words, welded to all the wonderful
ly-crafted and sensible connection notions and sentiments which pour out
between the books themselves and Peter from this film and book wellspring: love.
Jackson's movie version were appreciat- even to death; loyalty to friend and coun · •
ed. But upon reading many of the other try; decency. even to those who deserve ;
comments, it appeared to this reader that much worse: tenacity in a quest, even
whether the actor portraying a character when it appears hopeless; humility to rec ~
like Gandalf. Legolas or Aragorn was ognize one's limitations coupled with
"cool," or alternatively, "hot," trumped maturity to accept a subsidiary role; the
any other considerations.
intimate interplay between actions and
Where were the comments showing environment; importance of luck and '
recognition of the gripping storyline, providence, etc.
wonderful New Zealand fi lming locale,
Would you venture that there are at least
superb technical work, state-of-the-art 100 Murray State students. staff and facspecial effects and deeper issues devel- ulty members who saw all three films.
oped in the fi lm, which reflected quite once or more and who read the trilogy. as
well in the time allotted. on the uncount- well as "The Silmarillion." ''The Hobbit" ·
able wonders and heroic language to be and Tolkien' s other works. and who have
found in the written trilogy?
developed a lasting passion for them'?
,
In these times of immediate gratificaWhy didn' t you ask any of these
tion and even more rapid forgetting, many "adepts" (in addition to Dr. Lorrah) for
viewers and readers may be asking: Well, their take?
what do we do next?
Guys, there is no more. This trilogy, David Owen
whether any of its units receive the Acad- Associate Professor of Chemistry
emy Awards, deserved or not, will not be
matched for a very long time. It will ul.tiWrtteto us
mately come to preside as the gold stan1be Murray State News" welcomes ~
dard of filmmaking for the good-over-evi1
menwies
and lcwn to the editor, ~ '
morality/fable genre.
lbould
be 300 words or fewer 'lnd must bO
Its lines, like "I can't carry the Ring,
igned. Contribucors should include:
Frodo, but I can carry you!" or "Begone,
l*'4~es and phone numbers fur verifica
foul dwimmerlaik, lord of carrion. If you
tion. Plesse include home!oYt'a. cluiificatouch him. J will smite you," will like
. • tide or reladonahip to the University. •
"Play it, Sam" or "Frankly, my dear, I
Mwray State Newa•~cs the riahll
don't give a damn," stand the tests of
edit for style. len and CODftnl
,.. "I
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Students should think before voting
In My
Opinion

ELIZABETH

CAWEIN

"So

NOW

THAT YOU ARE,
CONTRARY TO
POPULAR BELIEF,
FULFILLING
YOUR
CITIZENSHIP
AND CASTING
A VOTE- WHO
IS IT FOR? AND
WHY?"

Asking the average group of college students
to name some of our country's current campaign front-runners and their major plarfonns
might resemble one of Jay Leno's infamous
street surveys.
Cue blank looks, wild guesses, ridiculous
answers and "1-don't-knows."
In last week's edition of ''The Murray State
N~ws,'' Rob Whitfield submitted a commentary
which suggested "college students generally
don't vote." One might think this to be true
from the general ignorance of our age group
when it comes to government affairs. Although
his intentions were noble - encouraging young
people to take pan in th~ political process - his
motivations were unfounded.
Nearly 18 million J 8- to 30-year-olds voted
in the 2000 presidential election. The question
we now must ask ourselves is whether or not the
young people who cast their votes do so with
knowledge of the candidate for whom they are
voting - or if. like many in our demographic,
they are merely regurgitating the opinions and
stances they were fed by their parents.
• According to a recent study conducted by students at Harvard University, 82 percent of
undergraduates polled from campuses across
the United States stated they would "d~tinitely"
or "probably" be voting in the 2004 presidential
election. In fact, 16 percent of all American voters are under the age of 30. That's enough to
sway an entire election- or two.
Indeed. more college students are voting.
Good job! You have mastered the an of punching a button on a screen and selecting a name.
(although I suppose we can classify this as a llll·
em following the crises and "hanging chads'' of
the 2000 presidential election; you've got a
one-up on the residents of Boca Raton, Fla.)
So now that you are, contrary to popular
belief, fulfilling your citizenship and casting a
vote, who is it for'! And why? Is it because
you've researched their opinions and platforms
on issues and agendas of concern to you, such

as srate spending in higher education (as suggested by Whitfield)? Is it because you've
decided. by God, you arc a (insert political party
here) and you are going to vote down party lines
if it kills you'!
Perhaps your friends and parents told you
who they're throwing their support behind, and
the bandwagon looked too welcoming to surpass. Or, in the most likely scenario, perhaps
you caved in one direction or the other to the
forces of the extreme slant liberal or conservative media outlets who have been feeding their
beliefs to Americans who can't tell the difference between fact and opinion.
When news outlets present swayed stories on
candidates or issues or. worse yet. acruaiJy
endorse one candidate over another. they
remove a critical part of the voting process:
independent thought. So many Americans. college student~ very much included, simply go
about their lives not thinking. It is the media's
job. print, broadcast or otherwise, to infonn us
and to make us think - not to show us what to
think.
Unfortunately, many members of the media
skipped that class. the one that discusses slants,
bias and straight reporting. So what we are left
with is a group of young people constantly
being told they should "do their civic duty" and
head to the polls, yet the only information many
uf them are given is either straight from their
parents' mouths or directly from a slanted news
source. Less infonned voters merely become
sheep to the slaughter, at the very whim of a
biased media system.
No, Whitfield, I argue that the problem is not
that we are not voting; the numbers show that
we are. more of us than ever before, in fact,
helped in part to amazing youth coalitions like
Rock the Vote.
The issue we face instead is voter apathy thl! fact that 20 million 18- to 30-year-olds are
expectl!d to come to the polls this year means
nothing if half of them are completely oblivious

to the issues of the election or are simply robot·
ically voting along party lines.
Some might argue that the high voter turnout
number~ pres~nted here are not indicative of
youth votes in state and municipal elections,
and 1 du not entirely disagree. One must keep in
mind, however, that the governmental bodies of
the United States work in a domino effect - 1
wouldn't be so quick to blame the entire state
budget crisis on our current, or ev~n our fonner,
governor. .
The problems have come from above, young
grasshoppers, and now we are trying despemtely to save our own sinking ship.
Contrary to what Whitfield might have you
belie·ve, our age group is far from the only people who will be affected by the education cutstry going to class without professors, advisers.
University officials. maintenance workers,
bookstore employees and other staff members.
It would be pretty diflicult.
Primary elections will take place in Kentucky
on May 18, and in Tennessee on Feb. 10. It is
no special feat or accomplishment to vote - a
trained monkey can push a button. Voting without researching is like driving wearing a blin"dfold on - I wouldn't recommend it.
No matter how much you think your parents
know. (and they might know everything, I've
never met them) nod no matter how much you
believe every headline reported by Fox News,
check it out for yourself. Visit campaign Web
sites. Watch the debates. read the campaign
coverage. Make your own decision.
Whitfield might have you believe you and me
(and our peers) are not voting, and that is why.
in the eye....; of politicinns, we don't matter - not
so. Make yourself matter. Pay attention. Hold
grudges. Remember mistakes and victories.
Vote with your brain, not just your pointer finger.

Elizabeth Cuwein iJ a staff writer for ''The
Murray State News. "

I SHORE IS

GLAD I CAN TAKE
OFF THIS STOOPID
BUTTON NOW, WHAT
WITH ME GE I liN'

EE-LECTED AND ALL.

Apathy
rampant
atMSU
Professors and a
few concerned students are reponing a
cumpus-wide plague
of epic proportions on
campus.
"Students
are
infected with the apathy bug." Anders
Hausman , a!'sociate
professor of political
science. said. "Most
of my first-year students don ' t even
know what the Iowa
c:tucus is, or for that
matter, even what a
caucus is."
Ellen Farsten, professor of English. said
she has a hard time
getting her humanities
class to decide on
important issues.
''Students don't care
about a debate anymore," she said. '1ney'd rather let someone
else decide for them mthcr than think for
themselves."
Even some student<; are noticing the problem. Student Government Association member Julie Whitehead said despite efforts to
entice students to protest the extreme budget
cuts the University is facing, no one seems
to be interested.
"We've tried to get students curious. and
hopefully furious . about the governor's
unfair cuts of highl!r education budgets," she
said. "But most students are cQntent sitting
on their hulls and watching 'The Simpsons.'
They see no problems with the governor
reaching his liver-spotted hands right into
their pockets and giving their hard-earned
money to the Sucial Security System."
Whitehead said even though the SGA has
offered free T-shirts and tomatoes to angry
students who would like to .storm the capital,
many students feel they are too busy to
worry about thing" like money.
"I mean. what does it really matter?''
asked Anna Gaston. junior from 'Henderson.
"If we didn't give itt() the government, we' d
probably gh·e it to the UniYersity's president
instead."
Although Gaston said she may represent a
minority of students, she said :.he has given
up on caring about political is<;ues.
"It's not like I don' t care." she said. "But
will my voice matter'! Besides, J have classes and other things to worry about."'
Whitehead said students like Gaston are
not alone.
"It's just like everyone gave up," she said.
"No one wants to speak out anymore
because they know they won't be heard."

Melissa Stoneberger is a fatL-.:-news columnist for "The Murray State News. "

Visiting monuments encourages history appreciation
•

o1ng
Global
England
Every semester, dozens of Murray State
students leave their families, friends and
routines behind to experience life in
another coumry. Each week, Going Global chronicles the experience of one Murray State student studying abroad.

by Jennifer Payne
Have you ever been driving down the
highway, paying only enough attention to
halt at stoplights, brake when the car in
front of you stops and tum at the appropriate streets, without really observing
things around you?
Traveling to another country makes you
aware of your surroundings because they
are so different. For instance, more than
once I looked both ways before crossing
the street only to be almost run down by a
car approaching from the wrong way on
the wrong side of the street. Oops! 1 was
wrong; that' s how they drive in England.
Staying in London for several weeks
gives one the opportunity to experience
their culture.
As we traveled by the tube, buses and
Brit Rail. we visited many historical
places of interest. I contemplated how
many of the native.s from that quaint

country had actually visited all those
British landmarks which are compacted
into such a small radius.
Had they journeyed to Buckingham
Palace, Westminster Abbey, the British
Museum, the Tower of London, No. 10
Downing Street. Parliament or Big Ben?
Did they realize that just a few miles
down the road was Stonehenge built in
1848 B.C.? Had they traveled the Eurostar
tfirough the English Channel tunnel into
Paris? Or did they take these for granted
as many Americans do with the precious
landmarks almost in their backyards?
Having traveled to London with the
Cooperative Center for Study Abroad in
the summer of 2003, I put in many study
hours on the courses I took and learned
extensively from them. But the things that
were learned through the tra,el experi·
ences were memories , to be stored and
revisited in my mind for years to come.
I will never forget the Mona Lisa, the
Rosetta Stone or the Crown Jewels. Confucius said, "I hear and I forget, I see and
I remember. I do and I understand ." To
"do" London is to spend hours, days and
weeks traveling, understanding and
appreciating British culture.
In Gene Garfield's ·class, Government
and Politics in Western Europe, I studied
the relationships of the monarchy on politics, the role of the prime minister and
many other aspects of British politics.
On class field trips. I was able to tour
the Cabinet War Rooms, the American
Embassy, the Palace of Westminster and
witness both the House of Commons and
the House of Lords in session.
My English class. taught by Warren
Edminster, was a compilation of great
medieval literature - "Beowulf," "Song of

Roland'' and "The Lord of the Rings."
Our field trips included seeing a
medieval festival at Warwick Castle, visiting the sites in Canterbtlry described in
"The Canterbury Tales" and touring
Oxford where J.R.R. Tolkien was a professor. What we learned through lectures
and books was intensified by seeing the
places and gaining firsthand experience.
Not only did we enjoy the monuments,
castles and cathedrals, but after an exhilarating day of sightseeing, we also enjoyed
the London night life.
I attended a number of plays including:
"My Fair Lady," "Fame" and "Mama
Mia." I also saw Matthew Perry and Minnie Driver perfonn in a West End production.
I Yisited local pubs and shopped on
Bond Street. I spent a weekend in Paris. 1
had the pleasure of \isiting the Arc de
Triomphe, the Eiffel Tower. the Louvre
and the Notre Dame Cathedral.
Additionally. members of Murray
State's faculty and staff were instrumental
in the program's success. Ron Cella,
Celia Wall and Melanie McCallon were
very helpful in numerous ways and were
always there for me in London.
After encountering all these ama1ing
places, I am positive I will be more appreciative of landmarks in my own country
and will make an auempt to visit them,
not pass them by in a daze as I travel from
place to place.
1 encourage Murray State students to
look into the study abroad programs to
better their educational experience.
jennifer Payne/guest

Jennifer Payne is a senior political scirnce
major from Cliflfon.

Jennifer Payne stands in front of Big Ben while li\·ing and studying in London
as part of Cooperath:e Center for Study Abroad last summer.
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Louisville man fatally headbutts
man near Univer:sfty of Kentucky

Ohio legislators consider Authorities exhume

Kashmiri separatists
agree to cease-fire

LEXINGTON (AP) - A Louisville man
turned h im self in to Lexington police
Tuesday and was charged with second degree manslaughter in the death of a
University of Dayton student near the
University of Kentucky campus.
Officials said Nicholas J. Holmes, 19, of
House Springs, Mo., died after Aaron A.
Roth, 19, allegedly head-butted him early
Sunday and knocked him to the sidewalk. The victim's father said Monday
the altercation apparently started with a
racial slur.
Holmes suffered serious head injuries
and d ied Sunday night at the UK Hospital, police said.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) -The
After seven years of debate, family of a dead woman once
lawmakers moved closer treated by a nurse suspected
Wednesd ay to passing a law of killing up to 40 patients has
that wou ld bar Oh io from rec· agreed to let authorities
ognizing same-sex marriages exhume her remains to search
and keep some state employ- for evidence.
ees from getting benefits for
The body of Helen Dean, a
their dom estic partners.
91-year-old Lopatcong TownA
Senate
committee ship resid ent who died mysteapproved
the
measu re riously in 1993, is to be
Wednesday morning, and it exhumed Thursday.
was likely to go before the fu ll
Acting coun ty Prosecutor
Senate as early as Wednesday Frank Bucsi would not disafternoon. If a version that cuss the matter at length
passed the House last month Tuesday, saying only that the
is not amended, the legisla- investigation into former
tion would go to Gov. Bob n urse Ch arles Cullen's alleged
Taft, who has indicated he action s is ongoing.
Authorities say C ullen, 43,
supports it.
l}le bill, considered one of has acknowledged killing as
the most far-reaching in the many as 40 patients during
nation, puts into law that his 16-year career as a regissame-sex marriages would be tered nurse in New Jersey and
"against the strong public pol- Pennsylvania. He has been
icy of the state."
charged w ith the fatal drug
overdose of a patient at Somerset
Medical Center and the
Prison negotiaton
a ttempted m urd er of a second
request hostage release patient who later recovered.
BUCKEYE, Ariz. (AP)
Negotiators began a fourth
Navy sailor guilty of
day of talks Wednesday w ith
leaving child In hot car
two inmates who took two
correctional officers hostage
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - A
in a prison guard tower.
Navy sailor whose son died .
"The negotiating team says after she left him alone in a car
they are feeling positive about on a hot day was foW1d guilty
how things are going/' said Tuesday of
involuntary
Cam Hunter, a spokeswoman manslaugh ter and other
for the Department of Correc· ch arges and sentenced to nine
tions.
years in prison.
Seaman Lateasha Moore left
Negotiators got their first
g limpse of the correctional 11-month-old Mikius in a
officers on Tuesday, and they locked car at Little Creek
appeared to be OK, Hun ter Naval Amph ibious Ba~e in
said. The guards were also Virginia Beach in July 2002 as
allowed to speak briefly to temperatures soared. The heat
law enforcement by radio.
killed him.
The sighting of the officers
Her lawyers said she never
helped reassure family mem- meant to harm the infant and
bers and prison officials while that she was mentally unstanegotiations continue, Hunter ble at the time and therefore
said.
unculpable.

"Little Tobacco" companies
may join master settlement
FRANKFORT (AP) - Some call it Big
Tobacco against Little Tobacco, big boys
against the little man.
Whatever the slogan, a battle is brewing in the Kentucky House over legislation to prod small, independent cigarette
makers into joining the tobacco industry's "master settlement" with the states.
The effect would be to force h igher
prices for the offbeat brands that are cut·
ting into the market share of Marlboro,
Winston and other nationally known
brands.
"This is pretty much just going to put a
whippin' on small domestic manufacturers," said Everett Gee, w hose family
business, S&M Brands of Keysville, Va.,
makes Bailey's cigarettes.
But proponents of the legislation say
that, without it, Kentucky and other
states will get less money from the industry's settlement of lawsuits over what
states have to spend to treat smokers' d iseases.
Payments are based on sales volume.
Kentucky has been getting about $120
million a year but expects that to drop by
about $10 million this year.
About 40 companies, big and small,
signed the agreement. Hundreds more
opted to operate outside the agreement.
As "nonparticipating manufacturers,"
they run the risk of being sued bu t can
sell cigarettes cheaper than competitors.

ban on gay maniages

murdered woman's body

NEW DELHI, India (AP)
Kashmiri separatists will
ask India to declare a ceasefire
in
the
troubled
Himalayan region when
unprecedented talks with
the government begin, a
top :-;eparatist snid Wednesday.
"A cease·fire will help a
Jot," said Moulana Abbas
Ansari, who ht.'ads the All
Partit'S Hurriyat Conference, a legal alliance of
political and Islamic religious groups. The talks are
to begin Thursday in New
Delhi.
Ansari heads the fiveperson Hurriyat team that
is to meet with representatives of the Indian government led by Deputy Prime
Minister
Lal
Krishna
Advani. The talks are the
first with any one of that
level in the Indian government.
Top Kashmir Islamic cleric Mirwaiz Orner Farooq, a
member of the Hurriyat
negotiating team, said his
organization wants to settle
the
Kashmir
dispute
through dialogue.

Algerian refinery
explosion kills 27
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP)
Algerian forensic experts
worked Wednesday to
idenlify the remains of
refinery workers killed this
week after a gas tank
exploded. The death toll
rose to 27, authorities said.
The blast Monday in
Skikda, on Algeria's eastern
Medit<?rranenn
coast,
injured
dozens
and
reduced the liquefied natural ,gas refinerr. to rubble.
Officials said o burst boiler

AP Pnoto/Mukhtar Khan

An Indian paramilitary soldier patrols as Kasbmiri
children play at a local ground on the outskirts of Srinagar, India. Jan.18. At least eight suspected Islamic
rebels and two paramilitary soldiers were kiiJed in
Kashmir on Saturday in gunbattles.
appeared to have caused
the explosion, which was
felt as far as 40 kilometers
(25 miles) away.
Health Minister Mourad
Redjimi said Tuesd ay that
20 of the 27 bodies had been
identified. Seven people
were still believed missing,
officials dose to the refinery
said.
Most of the 74 people
hospitalized after the blast
on this oil - and gas - rich
nation's
Mediterranean
coast had returned home by
Wednesday.

Son accuses father of
30-year-old murder
LONDON (AP) - A
British man has been jniled
nearly three decades after
he killed his young daughter and dumped her body,
court officials said Wednesday.
Arthur George Carr, 62,
of Ross-on-Wye in western
England was jailed for nine
years last May for killing
his daughter Gillian some

time between February
1973 and December 1975,
when she was aged 7 to 9.
Oespite intensive police
searches, her body has
never been found.
The news of Carr's conviction was made public on
Wednesday when a judge
trying Carr in a separate
rape case lifted an order
banning reporting of the
murder trial at Hereford
Crown Court.
Carr, a pipe fitter, was
arrested in July 2002 and
convicted on the evidence
of his son Vincent, now 35,
who said his father had disdosed his crime during a
confrontation 18 years ago.
Vincent Carr has no
memory of his sister, but
went to police after discovering h er existence from her
birth certificate.
Carr has pleaded guilty at
Worcester Crown Court to·
four charges of rape.

News in Brief is compiled by
Rob Wlritfield, wire editor.
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If there are horrible
noises coming from
your car, and it's not

the radio station's top
40, IT~S TIME YOU
CAME TO SEE US!

I\IATIDI\IAL
!iTUDEI\IT ExCHAI\I&E

We're commited to quality auto care, excellent customer service
and fair prices. It's our goal to have you back on the road fast with
complete auto care, from engine to muffler and every part in between. •

• EXCHANGE FOR UP TO ONE
• PAY M URRAY STATE 1UIDON TO ATIEND SCHOOLS

1liROUGHour nm U.S., PuERIO Rico AND
U.S. 'fERRrroRIES

Three cheers and
a Five Star
'
celebration.
Ce l e brati o n s bring our community to ge ther. And a t

• KENTuCKY RF.SIDENIS - USE YOUR KEES MONEY TO PAY
FOR YOUR TIJmON AT MSU AND EXCHANGE TO
ANOTIIER COlLEGE OR UNIVERSl1Y

• CHOOSE FROM 174 COlLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

• 2.5 GPA REQUIRED AT mE TIME OF APPliCATION
• FuLL-TIME SfATUS REQUIRED AT TilE TIME OF APPUCATION

U.S . Bank , w e' r e p ro ud t o c elebrate our communit y
a n d o ur co mmitment to b ei ng your hometown b a nk
wi th th e f in es t fi n a n c i a l pro du cts ba c k e d by th e o nl y

• SoME SCHOLARSHIPS AND SfUDENf FINANCIAL AID WORK

WfiH DDS PROGRAM

Fi ve St a r S e rv i ce gu a r antee. It 's your assuranc e that
yo u ' ll r ece i ve the hi g hes t l evel s o f se r v ic e avail a bl e
a ny whe re- a nd that 's so methin g to cheer about!

• APPUCATION DEADLINE FOR FALL 2004/SPRING 2005 IS

FEB. 27, 2004
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Seminar displays 'real world' medicine
by Erin Richards
Editor in Chief

Except for nine students from Murray
• State' s Animal Health Technology/Pre-Vet
Medicine club who attended the North
American Veterinary Conference. few
• undergraduates would feel comfortable at
: the convention in Orlando, Fla. where
: 15,000 professional veterinarians and vet
: technicians met this week to discuss break: throughs in animal medicine.
~ "I went to a seminar that discussed
growth implants in feed lot cattle, and it was
a room full of 57 men - all older, professional cattle men- and me," said SallieAnn
Atkins, senior from Paris, Tenn. "The
speaker was really impressed when I made
comments and ac;ked questions. He thought
·I was going to cower in the comer or walk
out."
•• The annual conference aims to teach professional veL.;, technicians and vet school
Safah Quigley/Guest
students by enlisting seminar leaders from (left to right) Amanda Olges, senior from Louisville. Jessica Blank, sophothe United States, Canada and seveml other
more from luka, Ill., and Rebecca Dillough, senior from Madisonville, gain
countries.
bands
on experience at a Veterinary Conference in Orlando, Fla.
New animal research and technologies
are revealed, practices are discussed and sci- good experience because I've been able to medicine is really about," he said. "It's an
·entific infom1ation is disseminated
learn so much and talk to other vets."
outstanding opportunity, especially for our
From flamingos to pharmaceuticals. manBecause Murray State is one of only 14 student-; from more rural communities, to
agement practices to manatees, Jackie Neth· universities in the country with a fully see how big the veterinary field really is."
ery, junior from LaGrange. said the confer- accredited AHT deJ:,YJ"ee approved by the
By mising money throughout the year, the
ence covered everything anyone could pos- American Veterinary Association, Terry AHT club gathers funds to send about five
sibly want to know about veterinary medi- Canerdy, associate professor of agriculture, students to this conference every year.
cine.
said he believes his students are well-pre- Canerdy said.
"I've been the youngest person in most of pared for such a professional event.
He said students gain point-; by participat·my sessions," Nethery said. "A lot of people
"This is the top veterinary meeting in the ing in events, and the top point earners are
have looked at my name tag and asked, counlry and I think it exposes students to the awarded money toward their plane tickets
'You're from where?,' but it's been such a real world and shows them what veterinary and hotel expenses, but other students can

pay for themselves if they want to attend.
Once there. students could attend one of
60 to 100 sessions every hour, Atkins said.
She said popular sessions included daylong seminars on equine medicine, endoscopes on horses, West Nile virus research,
small animal orthopedic:~, cancer trealrnent
in dogs and cats as well as acupuncture therapy and bovine management strategies.
In addition, students could take advantage
of outside trips. such as visiting the wildlife
refuge on Merritt Island.
"We rode an air boat through the Everglades, saw bald eagles, cranes and pelicans
as well as special birds that have their own
preservation area on the island," said
Atkins, adding she was surprised at how
informative and exciting the trip wao;.
Nethery said the beauty of the conference
was that it allowed ·students to attend sessions most applicable to their futures.
So, while Atkins was riding through the
swamps, Nethery, a pre-vet major, wac;
absorbing information about the best methods for dealing with fear aggression in dogs
and cats, a common problem among veterinarians.
"I was a little surprised at how big this
thing was, but it really prepared us for what
we're going to be dealing with in the
future," Nethery said.
But such an experience left Atkins yearning to stay longer.
"I don't want to come home," she said
Wednesday, adding that the feeling was partially attributed to Canerily's impending
anatomy test next week. ''I'm not even concerned about how far behind I am in clao;s
because this opportunity was worth it."

Officials
investigate
Sigma Chi
stabbing
Staff Report
Brian Falatko, junior from Peoria. Ill., was
stabbed twice during a fight early Saturday
morning at the Sigma Chi fraternity house,
said Captain of Detectives Eddie Rollins of
the Murray Police Department.
"Around I 2:30 a.m., officers responded to
the Sigma Chi house (about the) stabbing of
one of the fmternity members," Rollins said.
He said Falatko attempted to stop an altercation between a fraternity brother and an
unidentified black male. The black male
stabbed Falatko on his right hand and left arm
and immediately fled the scene, Rollins said.
Following the incident, Falatko was transported to the Murray-Galloway County Hospital Emergency Room, where he was treated
and released, a hospital spokesperson said.
Interfraternity Council President Chris Jung
said the incident was isolated.
"Obviously we're treating it with as much
seriousness as possible.'' he said. ''The higher
authorities have taken the lead in the investigation, and we're cooperating with them as
much ao; we can."
Sigma Chi President John Nix declined to
comment regarding the event.

Professors discuss Iowa caucus, make election predictions
by Mellssa Kilcoyne
Ne\\'S Editor

With many candidates vying for the Democratic party's presidential nomination, primaries and caucuses
become increasingly important as presidential hopefuls
fight for voters' attention .
John Kerry received the most votes in the Iowa caucuse~. which were held Jan. 19, with John Edwards fin ishing in second and Howard Dean in third.
"In the caucus system in Iowa it's more restrictive as
far as who participates," said James Clingermayer.
assistant professor of government, law and international
affairs. "Participants go and discuss the candidates
before casting votes."
Clingermayer contrasted the caucus system with the
primary system of New Hampshire. He said primaries
have no deliberation between the voting public, and a
larger number of people can vote.
"You have (public) participants in the Iowa caucuses
that tend to be much more devoted to the party," he said.

Mark Wattier, professor of government, Jaw and
international affairs, said the competition between candidates is vastly different in the caucus system because
of the discussions between voters.
"The actual division of delegates (from lowa) will not
occur until much later," he said. "The winner in Iowa
might at one time drop out. and another candidate will
get those delegates. This first level caucus is solely,
purely a media event."
Clingermayer said the primary system in the United
States could usc revision, but he does not fully support
the caucus 1>ysrem either.
·TJn not ~ure the Iowa caucus itself is a great
improvement," he said, "lt's made our political parties
much weaker."
For many years the Iowa caucus and New Hampshire
primary have been at the beginning of the vie for a presidential nomination, Clingermayer said, but this year
there is not a clear front-runner.
"It could well be that then: will not be a well-established front-runner for quite some time," Clingermayer
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said. "The la'it few nominations have been known long
before the presidential nomination."
Wattier said former President Jimmy Carter surprised
everyone in 1976 when uncommitted delegates received
more votes than he did in the Iowa caucus, but he ended
up receiving those delegates.
"Jimmy Carter in '76 was not a front-runner, and he
did win a nomination," Wattier said. "He campaigned
very aggressively and made himself known."
Wattier said the front-runner in a campaign is the candidate with the most money.
Clingermayer said the key members of the democratic party, such as Al Gore. were a little hasty in supporting Dean. He said they could have waited for a clear
front-runner to emerge after the first few primary elections.
"There is a fair bit of resear¢h on presidential elections indicating that a divided party rarely wins," he
said. "From the democratic standpoint, a failure to agree
and unite behind a ~ingle candidate may be troublesome."

Gene Garfield, associate professor of government,
law and international affairs, said many competing candidates keep an election more interesting and the individuals more focused .
"If you're a democrat, it's very helpful because it
keeps the tension on what's going on, and if there's a
sure-fire candidate through the primaries, it keeps candidates from being open to good debate."
Wattier said the big question to ask after the Iowa
caucus is: What will happen to the front-runner?
"The field will narrow and one or two will hang on .or
just stay to promote their causes," Wattier said.
Garfield said the Iowa caucus does not consistently
predict who will win the party's nomination.
'The Iowa caucus is meaningful but on the other hand
it's not," he said. "Sometimes people win the Iowa caucus bnd go on lo wjn in November. and spmetjmes they
1
lose and go onto win.''
The next stop for democratic presidential nomination
hopefuls is New Hampshire for the state's primary on
Jan. 27.

Choose the Simple Life
at
Murray Place
All-inclusive rates starting at ~ 299.
Pick your roommate online at
www.MurrayPlace.com for fall2004.
Sign alease and be eligible to win a24"
Mega Sony 1V, Playstation II, or Sanyo
DVD I Video Player.
•

1700 Lowe's Drive
Murray • 759-3003
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This \Veek·
•Friday
•Tickets - Tickets
available for
"An
Evening with Maya
Angelou." For more
information contact
SGA at 762-6951 or
www .msusga.com.
•Campus Lights
Phi Mu Alpha and
Sigma Alpha Iota present Campus Lights
featuring
"South
Pacific," 7
p.m .•
Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is $5 for
students, senior citizens and children
under 12, $7 for general public.
•Cinema
International - "lndochine,"
7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater. Free
admission.
•Friday Night Live
Friday Night Live presents "The Dishwashers," 8 p.m., Curris
Center Stables. Free
admission.

•Saturday
•Piano Competition
The Paducah Symphony Orchestra and Murray State University
present the Young
Artist Piano Concerto
Competition.
For
more
information
phone Richard Scott at

762-6443.
•Campus Lights
Phi Mu Alpha and
Sigma Alpha Iota present Campus Lights
featuring
"South
Pacific," 7
p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium .
Admission is $5 for
students, senior citizens and children
under 12, $7 for general public.
•Cinema
International - "lndochine."
7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater. Free
admission.

In Linenfelser, senior from Highland, 10., removes his makeup after a rigorous dress rehearsal for this year's Campus Lights production of the popular musical 'South
Pacific.' This ls the first year a woman is chair of the 67-year-old show, which is the longest running student produced show in the South.
'

Campus Lights
New chair brings fresh approach to
67-year-old tradition

•Sunday

A

•Campus Lights
Phi Mu Alpha and
Sigma Alpha Iota present Campus Lights
"South
featuring
Pacific," 2:30 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is $5 for
students, senior citizens and children
under 12, $7 for general public.

s the tradition of Campus Lights continues
into its 67th year of production, one aspect of the
show is keeping up with the times. Natalie Krupansky is now the first female chair of the production.
Campus Lights, sponsored by the music fraternities of Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota, .is the
longest running student production in the South.
Until last April. a by-law stated that only the men of
Phi Mu Alpha could hold the position of chairperson for the production. Natalie Krupansky. senior
from Paducah and member of SAl, set out to change
that by-law so her sisters could potentially have the
chance to hold that position.
"I didrft really go into [elections) wanting to run
for chair," Krupansky said. ''I set a goal bigger than
myself. I went into it for the girls four years from

: •Monday
•Tickets - Tickets
available for
"An
Evening with Maya
Angelou." For more
informatin
contact
SGA at 762-6951 or
www .msusga.com.
•Enrichment Series
Lecture and Performance by Scott Locke,
7 p.m., Performing
: Arts Hall.

~ •Tuesday
•Tickets - • Tickets
• available for
"An
Evening with Maya
Angelou." For more
information contact
SGA at 762-6951 or
www.msusga.com.
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
Meeting. 4:30 p.m ..
SGA Office, Curris
Center.

by Allison Ught
Assistant College Life

now. I remember my freshman year, going into
elections in the spring and I read that by-Jaw and
was like I cannot believe this by-law is in here. I
was upset becau"e the door was alrcndy dosed.
(Changing the by-law) was just ~o that other girls
could even think that there might be a possibility."
For Krupansky, becoming chair was not an e.asy
process. She had to first get letters of endorsement
from faculty members letting Phi Mu Alpha and
SAl know she was going to try and change the by·
law. Two meetings later both fraternities voted for it
to pass. A second election was held to select a chair.
in which. Krupansky ran against the previously·
elected chair, Chris Yoo, senior from Murray.
Although she won and is now serving tht: position
of chair, Krupansky said she can understand \\hy
the by-law was made in the first place.
"I can understand why the guys (Phi Mu Alpha)
would say that they should have control because
story continued un pn~e 10

(above) Amanda McGuire, sophomore
from Benton, appears in the chorus of
'South Pacific.' (right) Pam Wright,
sophomore from Belleville, lU., Megan
Claussen, sophomore from Louisville,
and Chris Kent. sophomore from Marion, Ill., rehearse a scene from the show
Wednesday night.

KEELHAUL

•Wednesday

Chris Schweizer

r:::=~::::.--lllllliii

LEGEND HAS IT THAT
CAPTAIN KIDD MURDERED
His ENTIRE CREW TO
PROTECT THE SECRET OF
HIS BURIED TREASURE.

•Tickets - Tickets
• available for
"An
Evening with Maya
Angelou" For more
information contact
SGA at 762-6951 or
www.msusga.com.
•SGA - Student Government Association
student senate meeting, 5 p.m., Curris
Center Barkley Room.

SO MAKING YOU CLEAN
THE BATHROOM ONCE A
MONTH ISN'T CRUEL
LEADERSHIP!

•Thursday
•Concert - The Strike
Up the Bands Concert,
, 7 p.m.• Lovett Audito• • rium. Free admis~ion.

AND THE NOTORIOUS MRS.
CHENG BEHEADED ANYONE WHO
DISOBEYED HER VERY STRICT RULES.

-
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This Weel<.

Superb acting,
directing make
French flick
'Indochine'
must see

1. Closer - Josh Groban
2. The Diary of Alicia Keys
Alicia Keys
3. Speakerboxxx!The Love
Below - OutKast
4. The Singles 1992-2003
No Doubt
5. Shock'N Ya'll - Toby Keith
Source: Assoc•ated Press

•Movies
1. Along Came Polly
Starring Ben Stiller
2. Big Fish - Starring Ewan
·
McGregor
3. Torque - Starring Martin
Henderson
4. The Lord of the Rings:
Return of the King - Starring
Elijah Wood
5. Cheaper by the Dozen
Starring Steve Martin

by Justin Bontrager
Film/ Music Reviewer

Slogging on

"lndochlne" starring Catherine Deneuve and
Vincent Perez, Directed by Regis Wargnier
French with English Subtitles. Rated R
art by Sanit SopitgirapasVThe News

Students find release in virtual diaries

Source: Associated Press

•Books
1. Arthur Agatston - The
South Beach Diet
2. Dan Brown - The Da Vinci
Code
3. Arthur Agatston - The
South Beach Diet Good Fats
Good Carbs Guide
4. Nora Roberts - Key of Valor
5. Phillip C. McGraw - The
Ultimate Solution Food Guide
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.TheNiceGuysGulde.com
Hey guys, are you having trouble finding that special woman?
Do you end up looking like a
jerk when you approach someone you might like to date?
Check out this Web site for a
book devoted to helping nice
guys attract more women. The
book has everything from meeting women in bars to meeting
them online. It contains information on how to order the book,
and if you order now, shipping is
free! So quit being shot down by
your dream woman and check
out this .site today!

www.blurty.com because many of his
friends had a blog.
"Bluny.corn is a sire that builds you a
Remember when logging your darkest Web site." Burris said. "All you have to do
secrets and most intimate feelings into your is input your information and it publishes it
journal was a completely personal aclivity? for you ,"
Burris said he u~es nn online journal
Then you could look back at that journal u
few month:. or years later and wonder why because it is a way for him to express his
in the world you ever thought that girl in opinions publicly.
"I can express my thoughts and people
CJV 101 was cute'l How glad were you that
can read them," he said. "A lot of people
no one else knew about your crush?
Well, a recent trend may have forever (who) read my journal will comment on it or
changed the intimate relationship you share give me advice or something. 1 really don't
read a lot of journals except for my friends'.
with your journal.
Blogs. or online journals. have swept that way I can keep up with what's going on
across America and the globe. Used by the with them."
Chri.; Hodes. sophomore from Reed, also
masses, these journals are found on the
World Wide Web and can be used for a starteJ blogging because of ~ers .
number of purposes. The Web is a public
"One of my friends had one and I liked
sphere. and people are realizing blogging the idea so I started one," he said. "l have a
offers the opportunity for them to share their live journal at www.llvejournal .c.:om. I can
ideas with literally millions of people. It talk alx,ut stuff that's happening to me- my
gives users a sense of popularity - the the- daily ncth:ities."
Hodes said he reads other people' s jourentire-world·is· reading-what·l-write effect
So what exactly is a blog? Short for "Web nals frequently.
log," a blog is like an online journal with
"I read other journals a lot," he said. "I
chronological entries. Essentially .personal guess they' re so popular because you get to
Web sites with coding performed by a spon- read ubC'lut other people's business."
soring site, blogs c.:an be used as a diary for
But the big questions are: Why would you
personal thoughts and rants, by busine~ses want to read about other people's thoughts,
for specific communication purposes and opinions and daily activities·~ And why
just about everything in between. The possi- would anyone want to read about yours'!
Amanda Birkner, junior from McLeansbilities are nearly endless, and many Mum1y
State students have oocome engrossed in the boro, Ill., said she doesn't always post perdigital diary movement.
sonal information for everyone to read.
John Burrio;, freshman from Paducah,
"The site gives you the option to click pristarted
his
online
journal
at vate or public -;o that if I write something

by Severo Avib
College ufe Editor

really private, other people won't be able to
read it," she said. ·
Birkner said she started her journal on
www.blurty.com after reading a friend's
journal and enjoying it.
"It's just a really good way to coUect my
thoughts at the end of the day," she said.
"It's also a good way to k~p in touch with
friends back home that I can't talk to everyday. At least I can read about their day and
they c.:an read about what's happening with
me...

Birkner added that posting thoughts and
opinions publicly, a.c; well as reading them.
allows her to develop her ideas and opinions.
"It's a good way to develop your own
opinions by seeing what other people
think," she said. 'That doesn't necessarily
sway your opiniqn, but it helps you to formulate your own ideas by reading different
points of view."
Given the recent surge of interest in Reality TV. it is not surprising that millions of
Americans have jumped on the blog bandwagon. It offers social, economic and political commentary at times. and at others, it is
nothing more than a poorly-written personal
soap opera. Whatever the appeal, Americans are logging on in search of blogging
bliss.
Anyone interested in blogs can try going
like
to
a blog
directory
site
www.blogsearcbengine.com, which lets
you search by keyword, bUt also breaks
blogs into categories such as humor, travel.
tech help and personal/diary.

Eternally youthful Catherine Deneuve stars
in this epic tale set during France's colonial
rule of Vietnam from the 1930s to the 1950s.
Deneuve plays a culturally and sexually-complicated proprietress of a rubber plantation
whose Vietnamese-born adopted daughter
falls in love with a French lieutenant played
by Vincent Perez (you'll have to see the film
for the twist).
As French Indochina comes closer to
attaining autonomy from French land barons,
the plot becomes more convoluted while sustaining its believability. The stunning cinematography depicting Vietnam's dramatic
landscape (too often overlooked or portrayed
only as perilous in films related to America's
attempted occupation soon after the French's
intelligent decision to depan) tells much of
what ties the three main characters to the land
and its people.
As always. Deneuve's acting is immaculat.
and this may be her best work, earning her an
Academy Award nomination and the Caesar
Award for best actress in 1992. Director
Regis Wargnier also does a superb job illustrating the film's psycho-sexual undertones
(one could have a Freudian field day watching this) and the characters' eventual loss of
conviction in colonial rule.
This was one of the best films of 1992 (foreign or otherwise) and second only. perhaps.
to the German ''Nobody Loves Me," which I
suggest Cinema International try to procure
for next semester's film series.
"Indochine" will be showing at 7:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday in the Curris Center Theater. Admission is free. so I recommend you
see it and support the few worthy cultural
events this campus has to offer before another budget cut puts this on the chopping block
or someone decides to transfer the money to
another pay raise for F. King Alexander.
Well, at least he can afford to go to school.
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' South Pacific' cast prepares for opening night
Campus Lights gives to a music student every four years.
She said ir worries her because of the responsibility that

continued from page 8

Rashod Taylor/The News

(left to right) Mary Mather, senior from Elizabethtown, Emily Hough, freshman from Newburg, Ind., and Maggie Tate-Majcher, senior
from Murray, are three members of the 47
member cast in this year's Campus Lights.
CLUES ACROSS·
1. _ Reynolds
6. Seduces
11. Befouls
13. Provider
15. Strikingly unconventional
16. Type of pudding
17. Leaf used for writing
paper
18. In a way, takes off
20. Cavity in rock
21. Hurried
23. Source of the Blue Nile
24. The central part of the
earth
25. A rank in a series
26. Impossible to doubt
27. Lordship's Jurisdictions
28. Instructed spiritual
Improvement
30. Infections
31 . Mariners
32. Prohibits
33. Chinese dialects

the reason that Campus Lights started was the guys,'' Krupansky said. "During (World War ll), they had Sigma
Alpha Iota actually take it over while they were gone and
'' From not being on
called ir Campus Dim-out. I can understand the guys havstage
... and having to
ing thai tradition to it. I just thought that it was rime for the
most qualified person to take the position because I couldfinaJly be behind the
n't understand narrowing out 50 percent of your possibilscenes
(and) in the
iries in such a manner.''
biggest
seat
behind the
Also, the work loads between fraternities ha'l officially
scenes. that is a drastic
become a 50-50 split. Both are pulling their weight and
working together as one unit.
change. "
"We had to say, from this point on we are going to work
together and not again!it each other and (not) make CamNatalie Krupansky
pus Lights a separate entity for either organization." KruCampus l.i~hts Ch:tir
pansky said. "Not only is it the right thing to do, to work
together like that, but it makes things easier on everybody
and helps the morale around here."
Krupansky said one of the hardest things about putting goes along with awarding it solely based on the musical.
"If this fails we put somebody out of school and to know
together Campus Lights is that some people who hold
positions in the production are not theater people. She said the person and put a face (with the name), the whole thing
for a while it is a learning process, but they get through it. comes full circle. You are directly in contact with what
"We walk in and take these theater-type positions ... and your result is," soid Krupansky
With a huge cast and a Rogers and Hamrnerstein musiteach ourselves how to do them,'' she said. "Nobody is
flippin' about their duties. Most of us don't know what cal, one would think the show was a difficult process to
we're doing, but it's not that we don't care. You can look put together. but Krupansky said it has been a wonderful
and enjoyable experience.
at us and know we're scared. but we're going to try."
Campus Light-; is presenting "South Pacific" this year
Krupansky said taking a position backstage has been a
huge change after being an actor for the past six years, and under co-directors Counney Winstead. senior from Bowl·
ing Green, and Dustin Cunningham, senior from
it is also a learning experience.
"From not being onst.age ... and having to finally be Louisville. Both directol'li have been involved in Campus
behind the scenes (and) in the biggest seat behind the Lights from an acting standpoint, but have never directed
scenes. that is a drastic change,'' Krupansky said...It's one. Both say it has been a great experience.
more worrying than (anything) I've ever done in my entire
"My favorite part of doing Campus Lights wac; really to
see your dream realized," Cunningham said. "It's really
life."
She said she worries the most about the scholarship rewarding to watch it unfold. One day it's a bunch ofpeo-

35. Discomfort
38. Jams
39. Hair on the head
40. Blackjack
42. Swiss river
43. Capital of Yemen
44. The lowest female
singing voice
45. Baseball stat
46. Spell •
49. Swiss river
50. Indents
53. Canadian province
55. Sunday
56. Sets out
57. Greek Island
58. Mothers

CLUES DOWN
1. A way to diminish
2. Erased
3. Top part; covering the
chest
4. Lose blood
5. Body of students who

graduate together
6. Seaport In Finland
7. A nucleotide derived
from adenosine, abbr.
8. Japanese ornamental
tree
9. Harass
10. Makes fast
11. Entrances
12. Sculptures
13. Comb-plate or locomotor
organ
14. Throws a fit
19. Calcedony
22. A standard example
24. Island in the Mediter
ranean
26. Gentlemen
27. 'A crane
29. Fits tightly
30. Particular instance of
selling
32. MonocotyledOns
33. A spirited, graceful horse
34. Percussion Instrument

pie with scripts reading in a room, and two and half weeks
later, literally. it's a big giant production.''
Both Winstead and Cunningham feel very privileged to
be a pan of Campus Lighto; because of its history.
"It is really fulfilling to know that you are a part of a tradition that has been consistently. for 67 years, providing a
cultuml and performing opportunity for students and getting the arts out there," Winstead said. "Its so great to be a
part of a program that wants to do that year after year.''
Paul Wurth, senior from Benton. plays the Professor
and said he loved being a part of the show because everyone was laid back and just had a good time.
"(Campus Lights) was just a goofy, fun show,'' Wurth
said. "There's nothing really serious about it. If there was.
I wasn't a part of it."
Camilla Buckingham. senior from O'Fallon, Dl., plays
Nellie Forbush and is in her third production of Campus
Lights.
"I love doing shows, and Campus Lights is different
because you can spend a whole lot of time in a short
amount of time with the cast and you get to know everybody pretty well," Buckingham said.
Danna Grigsnn, senior from Cadiz and dancer in ·:south
Pacific." has been choreographer for the past two years,
but she said she has enjoyetl being in the cast this year.
"The last two years I've been on the production staff
and. it's been a lot of hard work behind the scenes. and this
year it's been kind of laid back to be in the show," Grigson said.
"South Pacilic" opened Thursday and will run through
Sunday in Lovett Auditorium. Shows begin at 7 tonight
and Saturday night with a matinee at 2:30p.m. on Sunday.
Said Krupan~ky: 'This year's production and morale
has been unreal. We went into this and drew our.;elves a
really hard card to play, but I think we've done it effectively. Everything that could have gone wrong ha'l gone
wrong, but it's going to be a good show.''

35. Supernatural force
lusk
36. Sunrooms
48. City 3000 B.C.
37. Haciendas, for example
51. Telephone switch
38. Bills of fare
52. Tal
39. Wet spongy ground
54. Type of tree
41. Jewish dances
43. Remains as Is
47. Burrowing marine mol
Last Week's Solution

APPLY TODAY!
McNair Scholars Program
OPEN APPLICATION DEADLINE
As an undergraduate, you need to be thinking about what you will do after
graduating from Murray State. Going to graduate school is an important consideration. The McNair Scholars Program can help you get into graduate
school, and succeed when you get there. Some of the services and benefits
provided by the McNair program include:
• A paid, faculty-mentored, undergraduate research, scholarly, or creative
project that will help you develop the skills you need in graduate school.
• Scholarship assistance while an undergraduate.
• Free trip to visit graduate programs and schools.
• Free GRE preparation workshops, tutoring, and personal assistance.
• Opportunity to attend a national or regional conference, all expenses paid.
• Special graduate school application fee waivers for McNair Scholars.

Eligibility requirements and an application
form can be found on line at:

http:/ / campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa/mcnair

9

For additional help, call the McNair office at 762-3191
or visit us in Room 325A in Wells Hall.

Finding cash for college is child's play.

Open to undergraduates in all disciplines!

Program funded by the U.S. Department of Education
Register now and search thousands of scholarships
worth over $3 billion

•

www.thenews.org/scholarships
RONALD
E . · M~NAIR
POST - BACCALAUREAT E
ACHIEVEMENT PROORAM
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With popular spots losing their appeal, students
search for once-abundant .night life
by j on athan Meador
Staff Writer
There is a house at Rusty Buoy's
where a derelict orange buoy
:;its in the front yard gathering rust.
The house. with its flaking blue paint,
has a ''For Rent" sign •resting in the
smudged front window and a dilapidated sofa laying collapsed on the front
porch.
Owned and occupied by various
members of the crew team, the aban·
doned Rusty Buoy now serves as a
faint echo of what once was.
The Rusty Buoy, along with the local
German houses. at 1621 and 1623
Farmer St., and The Ship. at 410 N. 8th
I
St., formed the core of the party scene.
The German house located at I 6 I 7
Miller St. remains the only survivor of
this triad.
"Aside from us, the fraternities (are
the only places to go)." Peter Ruetzel
said.
Ruetze1 , senior from Regensburg,
Germany. is a resident of one of the
German houses. The houses. home to
German· exchange students, have
gained a reputation over'the years for
hosting large parties. ~omplete with
kegs aplenty. .
"It started out with small·sized parties." Ruetzel said. "But word of mouth
spread, and the parties kept getting bigger."
Now. with the Buoy rusted out and
the Ship long sank, partying in Murray
has_become a lonely sea to navigate.
But ~orne seafarers would disagree.
''There are always panics going on,"
said Julie Liliker. "But it'.s usually
friends of mine throwing them."
adures~

Liliker.
fresh man
from South Fulton,
Tenn.. reflects a
new trend. With the
drying up of familiar haunts (most
notably the conflagration that consumed
Carlin's
over
Winter
Break), many underclassmen have found
it easier to generate their
own good times.
Partying is limited to residential college rooms. apartments,
houses and the homes of "friends of
friends," and the keggers of yore have
shrank to word-of-mouth affairs and
mere whispers hovering in dimly lit
back yards.
Yet not all is lost.
Since Calloway County became
moist in 2000, the 2 1-and -older crowd
has seen fit to flock to the new alcoholic restaurants and bars.
Establishments such as Nick's, The
Keg. and The Big Apple Cafe have
seen increased activity for those
seeking a drink. In turn, this has
rendered the necessity for large
house parties nearly null and
void.
So will parties return to Murray':' Will there be a return to
the glory days? This depends
1largely on the initiative of
home-owning
individuals
willing to open thei r doors to
complete strangers, pump them
full of cheap beer. and let them
run amok in the ghost-town that
IS Murray's night life.
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Rashod Tay1or/The News

Tbe Rusty Buoy, located a t 1635 Farmer St.,
was once a hub of social activity with wild
parties hosted by members of the men 's rowing team. Now the once popular party spot
has fallen into disrepair a nd is up for rent.

Top Ten Party Schools in America
1. Unlwralty of ColOrado, Boulder

7. The University of the South,
Sewanee•.Tenn.

3. Mdlana University, Bloomington 8. Depauw University, Greencastle,
Champlllein

9. St. Bonaventura University, St.
Bonaventure, N.Y.

5. Was~Ungton and Lee University,
l.axlngton, VL
10. University of Florida, Galnaville

MUVIES TD &IIJ

•

I•
I•
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Deborah Rossi
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.__.STUDENTS GET 15%

DISCOUNT!

1 008 Chestnut St.
1 008 Chestnut S t .

for Showllmes. Phone:
www.hollvwood.com

304 Main St.

Tunn lng & S t orage A er 1lol

Toll Free Nationwide
www.mrjtladyjt.com ·

Hours

• PLlJSB LADYBUGS AND PINK ELEPHANTS

Weddings, Proms, Banquets,
Birthdays $- Anniversaries
1-888-9lUXURY
1-888-958-9879

IU N I .\I" I on $4
MoN . - l t l l l l(".

NIIEON IB.:&€H

NI<:~ VALENTINE ITEMS INCLUDE:

Murray

2

,.;

Buy your sweethean a special gift or let us make
you a Valentine Gift Basket.

· Formal Wear, Limousines and Vans

RENT YOUR MOVIES AT TtiE MOVIES

753-3314

Wild Raspberey

t

1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

Ind.

4. i.lnlvtr:alty of UUnois, Urbana-

- ·-·-·-·-·- .,

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
,.,~
~~
Jfh .~t!J.' s
.
"labp®'s ~

759-5000

8. University of Texas, Austin

10% discount off tannin!!
Packaees. swlmwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0 .

Mon• . Thurs.

• PICfURE FRAMES

8

• LoVE HAI'DCUFFS

8

812 Whitnell Drive

a.m. - 10 P.m.
Ai. & Sat.

• MUCH MORE

Murray

a.m. - 9 P.m.

753-3333

Cbsed SWidav

Authorized dealers of Alvarez,
Huss & Dalton, Lowden, Martin,
Parker, Yairi and more!

We also carry GEM KEYBOARDS!
Please stop in
or visit us on the web at
www.1nai nstrcetguitars.com

ALL YOU CAN EAT RIBS $12 99
ALL Day on Tuesdays!

(2 70) 759-0420
or mnst rt msc®carthlin k. net
Hours: 10 a. m . · 5 p.m. (Mon. ·
Fri.) & l 0 a.m. · 4 p.m. (Sat.)

Dine In • Carry Out · Drive Thnl • Catering Available

0% MSU Student, Faculty,
and Staff discount!

Guitar Lessons Available

DCTONLINE.NET
Local Unlimited Dialup.56K Internet f..ccess!

China
Buffet

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET!

wl College ID

Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad & lee Cream

,

OPEN DAILY
Mo~. ·Thurs.

Apply today at
THE MURRAY STATE NEWS
in the first floor of Wilson Hall!

•

10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Fn . & SaL 10:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m .
Sun. 10:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m .

600 N . 12th St.
(Next door to Radio Shack)
P-- - - - •
Central Shopping Center of Murray 1 10% OFF With MSU 1
<270>753"8916
I Student 10 EVERYDAY!I
We accept~ & VIS8

Call Today 1-866-266-3287
DCT IS Y<ll lR t~ ()l\IPUTER REPAIR SOUI~CE
()fficc Hnurs - 8 a.n1 ... 8 p.1n. • :\Ion ... Sat.
()nl~· $..1() per visit including I hour of \vork!

-1-~----------------------------------------TheMu~yS~teNews----------------------------~J_a_n_ua_ry~
· ~2-3~,-20-0-4-

PORTS

Sports Editor: jake Low:.uy
Assistant Sporl"J Editor. N1than Clinkenbeard

Phone: 762 · i.-181

Racers end. losing streak at home
by Joel Ro~rts
Co ntributing \Vriwr

•
•
•
•
•
.
:

k
•

~

On Jan. 15 Murray State Head Coach Joi
W111iams picked up her first Ohio Valley Conference win. The Racers had a strong se<:ondhalfrun, ending in a 71-61 victory. in its firstever meeting with Samford.
With time running out in the first half. senior
guard Megan Fuqua hit a buvcr-beating threepoint shot to give the Racers a 32-29 halftime
lead.
Trailing 38-37 with 17 I 5 left in the game.
Murray State was a~le to pull off two 6-0 runs,
during a 17-8 string, to gain a 51 -45 advantage,
which Fuqua capped off by u three-pointer
with 13:07 left.
The team was able ro work on iL'- rebounding
problems. pulling down 31 boards, compared
with Samford's 22, and holding the Bulldogs
to just two offensive rebounds.
Both teams shot well, with the Racers shooting 51 percent (29-for-57) and Samford hitting
48 percent (22-for-46).
"I thought we did a good job on the boards,"
Williams said. "Brittany Park did a gOod job
inside. and all of our kids did a good job."
"We really had a lot of respect for Samford.
Their shooters execute their offense well," she
said. "We did a great job in the first half, and
in the second hulf, we stepped it up
''We beat a pretty good Samford team, and
we knew they had a Jot of weapons," Williams
said. ''For the most part, especially in the second half, our kids did a lot better job of Llefending those back screens. I'm real pleased with
that team wm We came from behind, and we
battled the whole game. I was wry happy and
very pleao;ed to sec that."
Junior gunrd Park led the Racers with 16
points. 14 of those coming in the second half.
Park was seven of 10 from the fielu.
"In the first half, I was more on the perimeter," Park said. ''Once I got to the post in the
second half, I had more guards on me, and it
was easier for me to shoot.''
Senior guard Stacy Holmes had a doubledouble with 15 points and u game-high 10
rebounds.
Fuqua also earned 15 points tor the Racers.
The Racers faced Jacksonville State University o-:r Jan . ·11-: Williams' squad suffered a
heartbreak -as the Gamecocks managed to eke
out a two-point overtime win 85-83.

photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

Senior guard Stacey Holmes (white) wrestles for the ball with junior guard
LaBrena Friend (11) during the Racers' game against Samford Jan. 15.
Williams had ideas of what went wrong.
"We made some mental errors," said
Williams. "We didn't take care of the ball like
we needed to, and we didn't match up well in
transition late in the game."
Hayes led all scorers with 19 points. while
Fuqua scored 14 and Park added J I.
Holmes had her second straight double-double with 14 points. a career-high 15 rebounds
and made all three of the game's blocked shots.
On Jan. 20 the Racers startipg five averaged
just under six minutes each during the second
half, as Williams utilized her bench during the
latter period to pull out the 70-67 come-frombehind win overvisiting OYC rival Tennessee·
Martin .
"( was very disappointed with the start of our
game," Williams said. "We did not come out
with any energy."
But the women managed to tum things
around.
,
"1 am really proud of our kids for stepping
up," she said. "Lori Trumblee stepped up her
game and got aggressive. Gerraca Matthews
and Kelly Shelton step~d ug and competed
hard."
The Racers trailed 35-25 at halftime as Tennes'>ee-Martin (5-10; 2-3 OVC) hit 54 percent

( 14-of-26) of its first-half shots.
In the second half, Hayes and Holmes were
the only starters to play more than four minutes. playing 14 and I0 respectively, as Fuqua
(20 minutes), Shelton ( 16). Trumblee ( 16) and
Matthews ( 12) filled the void well.
Trailing 42-31 with 16:26 left in the game.
the Racers went on a J0-0 run over the next
3:19 to pull to within a point.
A Tennesse-Martin layup knotted the score
at 50-50, but layups from Trumblee and
Holmes and a jumper from Trumblee put the
Racers ahead for good, 56-50, with 7:53
remaining .
A three from UTM's Tiffany Brundige made
it 68-67 with six seconds left, but free throws
by Remington with three seconds left stole the
win, 70-67.
Fuqua had a team-high 15 points and four
assists for the Racers. Holmes put in 14 points
and had a team-high six rebounds, while Trumblee had 13 points and a co-game-high three
steals. Hayes added seven points and five
rebounds for the Racers.
The Racers ended this three-game home
stand at 6-10; 2-3 OVC. MSU visits OVC rival
Tennessee State at 5 p.m. on Saturday.

Head Coach Joi Williams gives advice to junior forward Kalecna
Miller (30) during a break last Thursday against Samford.

Athletes winning big in classroom
by lauren Heins
Comrihuting Writer

Several University student athletes were
recognized for their academic achievement<; during halftime of the Murray State
vs. Samford game last Thursday.
'The Murray State athletic department
has made a commitment to academics."
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said.
"We have put high expectations in class
attendance and study hall. If athletes don't
go to class. they don't play."
Margaret Simmons, assistant athletic
director, presented certificates to the recRashod Taylor/The News

Student athletes receive awards at
halftime of the men's basketball
game against Samford Jan. 15.

ognized athletes while Paul Radke, direc·
tor of school relations and "voice of the
Racers," announced them over the sound
system.
Sixty-nine
athletes
earned Dean's List
honors, and
18
earned a 4.0 GPA.
Dean's List Honthe
ors are awarded
for a 3.5 GPA or
better.
Of
Murray
State's 316 athletes,
152 made at least a 3.0
GPA.
With a 3.68 GPA. the women's ten·
nis team had the highest average. The soccer team was second with a 3.37 GPA, followed by the rine team. women's golf and

G

men's golf with 3.37, 3.31 and 3.26 GPAs.
respectively.
Murray State women's tennis coach
Connie Keasling said she never
would have guessed her
team would make their
current academic
accomplishments.
"The team had
several weekend
games in the
fall," Keasling
said. "Our team
would leave on
Thursday and return on
Sunday. To me, it was
incredible that our team had the highest GPA.''
Keasling said she provides goals she
expects her team to follow .

"Education is number one," Keasling
said. "Going to cia.">~ is very important.
and graduation within 4 years from the
beginning for each athktc: is recommended."
Throughout the at~letic Llepartment,
athletes averaged a 2.77 GPA. slightly
down from the spring 2003 (;emester's
cumulative 2.78 GPA.
Juniors Rebecca Remington and
Kaleena Miller. senior Jenny Bowden, and
sophomore Lori Trumblec of the women's
basketball team have been norni natcd for
the College Sports Infom1ation Directors
of America Academic All American
Award us well.
Fre~hmen and transfer ~tudent athletes
are required to attend a study hall. If they
fail to attend, they must attend a 5:30 a.m.
study hall and attend additional training.

' Gun-buying season' opens as duck season closes
Last weekend, I oiled my duck gun
and placed it in the cabinet where it
will re'lt until next year. True, one
more weekend of duck hunting is left,
but the weather has been a little chilly
here lately, and my favorite duck holes
are frozen solid. l killed a few fat mallards last weekend, and it was a good
note for ending the season.
So, now the winter "downtime" sets
in for me and other outdoorsmen
across Kentucky. The fall hunting seasons are \\inding down and the spring
hunting and fishing sea~ons are still
too distant to think about.
So, do outdoorsmen uhandon the
hills. hollers and streanls this time of

Men's Basketball Standings
ovc
Overall
APSU
MSU
Samford
TSU
SEMO
Morehead
EKU
TTU
EIU
JSU
UTM

5-0

8·7

4~1

14-3

3-1
3-1

..t-11

2-2
2-2
2·2
1-3
1-3

8-7
9·6
9·6
7-8
7-8

Murray State at Texu A&M Corpus Christi, 7 p.m.
Jan.27
Austin Peay at Tennessee T<.'Ch, 7:15p.m.

3·11

8-8

0-5

5-12

(

Perhaps I'm a member of a dying
breed, but I was one of those youngsters. I can remember my father teaching me the basics of gun safety by giving me a Reu Ryder BB gun and allowing me to tag along on his hunting outings.
Mistakes in the gun safety department were quickly and firmly reprimanded. I took a hunter safety course
soon afterward, and by the tender age
of 9, my father decided I was responsible enough 'tO own my first real
firearm.
I've owned a gaggle of them since,
and have enjoyed them all at some
time or another. Some of the best

Men's Basketball Schedule
Jan. 24
Eastern Kentucky at Samford, 2 p.m.
SEMO at Austin Peay, 2 p.m.
Morehead State at Jacksonville State, 7:30 p.m.
Eastern nlinois at Tennessee Tech, 7:30 p.m.
Murray State at Tennessee State, 7:30p.m.
Jo~n . 26

1-4

1

year in favor of soft couches und basketball games? Not me.
I really get into target shooting this
time of year. I'm an avid gun collector
and shooter, and my buddies and I
sometimes refer to this time of year as
"gun-buying season:·
Yes, I realize this may not be a polit·
ically correct term to use around a college campus, especially in this day and
age when talks of gun control and gun
crime and zero tolerance policies run
rampant. But there was a day in the
not-too-distant past when youngsten>
were taught at an early age to handle,
respect and enjoy firearms and their
legitimate sporting purposes.

Well, I wasn't surprised by her reacmemories I have of using firearms
haven't come from adventurous hunts tion after touching off the first few
in th~ desolate wilderness, but from rounds of .22 target ammo. I had given
simply teaching someone new to her a IO·minute crash course on operation of the firearm and basic safety
firearms the fun of target shooting.
I remember one cold day last gun- rules, and she and my buudy took over
buying season when I invited a buddy most of the shooting from there. r
and his girlfriend along for an after- stood back and reloaued magazines for
noon of "plinking" with my then new them as they perforated my supply of
Smith and Wesson 22A target pistol.
tin cans
Having never fired a handgun, my
I would say I've introduced five or
buduy's girlfriend was a little appre- six ()cople to target shoo1ing. I've yet
hensive. I explained to her that plink- to meet a single person who didn't
ing \\as as American as apple pie. and enjoy it.
it conc;isted of shooting at target<: of
opportunity, such us raging tin cans Will Bramley is an mudoor columnist
and charcoal briquettes.
for the Murray Slate Ne11'S.

Women's Basketball Standings
ovc
Overall
APSU
JSU
SEMO

EKU
TTU
Morehead
UTM
MSU
Samford
ElU
TSU

4·0
3-1

10·5

2-2

8-5
8-7
7-8
6-8

2-2

SolO

2·3
2-3
1-3

7-9
8-7

1-3

4-11

0-4

1-13

3-1
3-1

6-10

(

• -. =

Women's Basketball Schedule
Jan. 24
Eastern Kentucky at Samford, 4 p.m.
Morehead State at J;~ck.~onville State, 5 p.m.
Murray State at Tennessee State, 5 p.m.
SEMO at Austin Peay, 5:30p.m.
En~tcm fllinois at Tcnm.'!jsec Tech, 5:30p.m.
Jan. 26
Savannah State at Jacksonville State, 5 p.m.
Jan. 27
Au:.tin Peay at Tennessel' T<.>cll, 5:30 p.m.
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Tennis teams square off against
powerful Louisville, UK squads
by J a ke Lowary
Sports Edl!or
After a promising 2003 season. tht:
Racer tennis program began the season
by losing its first two matches. However,
all is not lost, as bot" head coaches,
men's and women's, see a bright future
for the Racers.
On the men's side, the Racers lost to a
top-50 program in Louisville. The
women began the season at No. 15 Kentucky on Sunday in Lexington.
The women's team was the only squad
to walk away with a win. It lost the rest of
its matches with a tinal match record of
1-6. 1be men failed to win a match, dropping all '\even to Louisville.
II may seem the Racers are a little
rusty, but men's Head Coach Mel Purcell
is 1>9Sitive that the team is much better
than the records show.
"I thought the doubles did well, and
that is very important because, to win the
conference, you need that doubles point,"
Purcell said.
Purcell noted scheduling difficult
opponents is something he likes to do. He
has scheduled the Racers to play several
schools that are rated among the best in
the nation. The Racers are slated to face
Vanderbilt, the No. 3 team in the nation,
Jan. 31, in Nashville, Tenn.
The Racers welcomed two freshmen
players this season, Clayton Clark from
Belleville, Ill .. and Jeff Lester from Harrodsburg.
The Racers finished ...econd in the Ohio

== Shumate brings A-game to
f~.Ohio
Valley Conference play
..

...

~·

by Jake Lowary
k

Rashod Taylor/1he News

Sport'i Editor

This week it should only seem necessary
to show appreciation for one of Murray
State's basketball players. Chris Shumate
has been one of the spotlights for the Racer
basketball program all season. He was
recently named Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Week after his 31-point performance against Morehead State on Jan. 8.
This was the first time Shumate was the
high scorer on the tenm.
Shumate, senior from Louisville. gradu·
ated from Male High Sc~ool. He was
recently voted co-captain of the men's basketball squad by his teammates. He has
been with the team since 1999. He spent
time on the bench last season nursing a
broken finger which required surgery. At
the beginning of the season he was only
205 points short of 1.000 for his career.
Shumate is a leading scorer and thrives
from the three-point line. His work ethic is
shown every day and nighl on the floor. He
is a uue Racer on and off the court.

Valley Conference last season behind the
play of former Racer, Thiago Gondim.
Gondim has graduated, and the leadership of the team has been placed on the
shoulders of senior player Zakaria Bahri
of Morocco.
"Zak has grown into a good player and
one of the best players in the conference."
Purcell said. "Last year he was the reaso.n
we got to the finals."
On the women's side, 15-year Head
Coach Connie Keasling is looking forward to a good season. Her team won its
third straight OVC championship last
"eat;on and hopes to continue the streak.

"The challenges to make it
four in a row are different.
Being a team, being role players and staying healthy are
areas to focus on. ''
Connie Keasling

Women's Head Tennis Coach
In its season opener versus Kentucky,
the women's team won one singles match
and one match in the doubles competi·
tion.
Anna Lask, freshman from Louisville,
Jed the Racers by winning her singles
match against Lara Maure of UK. Lask
also won her doubles competition with
her twin sister, Rachel, at her side.
Keasling said Anna Lask is a remark·
able player and she said she feels fortunate Lask decided to play for MSU.

'1'he reason that Anna is a remarkable
player is that she has a lot of mental
toughness," Keasling said. "She will be
quite a player."
The biggest thing on the players' minds
is the founh consecutive OVC champi·
onship they intend to keep in western
Kentucky.
For Keasling and the rest of the Racers,
keeping the OVC championship in Murray is not an easy task. It will require
many different challenges the team may
have never seen before, such as conference matches against OVC-newcomers
Jacksonville State and Samford.
'1'he challenges to make it four in a
row are different than last year," Keasling
said. "l feel like being a team and being
role players and staying healthy are the
areas that need to be focused on."
Neither of the Racer squads have many
matches at home. The women's squad
only has six matches at home, while the
men's team has seven.
Kea'>ling said the reasoning behind this
scheduling is primarily geographic, while
Purcell cited financial and other issues as
the reason behind the scheduling.
"Does a school like Indiana really want
to come loa school like Murray State?"
Purcell asked.
Even though the tennis team plays
most of its games on the road, Purcell
said he thinks away matches· make the
team stronger.
Said Purcell : "It makes our guys
tougher. It doesn't bother us if we are on
the road."

CLASSIFIEDS
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HELP WA~!ED_J
('ftlti)(ARI CerliN
Lookrn& for p.Ht•ttnH• proll'SStcltl·
al chirdc.trt' providl.!" ro guule
childrl'n aKt>\ htrth throu~tfi five
years. <.:hild clevr•lopmr•nt knowl ·
ed&<' rrqulred . ApJ>Iy .11 I O'J S.
15Th~urr~y .

JOIN TIH SOUTHWOOI>S WAY
Southwoodi i~ .1 co·ed residenti.11
children·~ camp in thl' Adttondack
Mountain~ of New York <;outh·
wooi.l s is \et•kin~ I NTtllJSIASitC,
fNCRGfTIC, ANU fUN· I OVING
individu •• ls to mal.e .1 posilove
impart on .1 chtld'~ Iii<'. Po•ltmns
are ;t.·ailaulll in the .uoa5 -of;
group leading athletrcs, outdoor
acJv(.>nture, creative and perform•
ing am. water sports and much
morel Rem•frts of workmg .11
Southwuods include ~ai.Hy, travl.'l ,
room. board. laundry, and mud•
morel For more mformation and to
complete <In olpplication plea~e
contact u~ . www.southwoods.com
1·800·44'J·3J'i7
IDEAL GIFTS HY fRilNDIY has
for p.~rty pl.rn ac..lvosers .
Ciill about our New Man.rger Pro.,
grJm. Dr cor, Cifts, 1oys, Ca,h,
Trip~
Rf'lognotion . (800)488·
, 4875 . www . frot•ndl~e ,~
opening~

,1

•
,

NA TIONA I I'U!liiStiiNC Compo!·
ny looking lor $.ole~ kqnewnl,l ·
live in Kenrucky Willing to rr.tv ·
c1 Mond,ly· l ritl,1y . Curnmi$~ion
Position. Comp.IOy .over.lg•• p,tys
$720/wrt'k. C.1ll (1100) 2.25-f, H.a
rxc 311
16-DAY CARll R TkAINING· IHll·
VfR TRAIN [IS WAN r1 Dl ClASS
A COL & Rt'frrshN Traoning .
Nationwrde Job P1Memr•nt A>\IS·
lane!'. Comp.10ie~ Hiring, Oltl'rong
Tuition Rcimbur~t·nwnt . 1·800·
883·01?1 . Mt. StN1ing, KY .
DELTAACAOIMY.COM

01 R experience & Class (A) COL
requlrl.'d. Call 1-800-264·:2442 .
DRIVlR: SISOO Sign-On Bonu~ for
ItA 1 Bf.D
DRIVERS.
Great
J'reight/Miles. Must have COL-A; 1
yedr OTR. c.11l 877·560 ·8829 or
Apply onlfne www.robersoncon
trdctors.com ,fOf.
DRIV[R·SS,OOO Bonus if you qu.ll ·
ily Plenty ol Freight Plus New
1 rue ks. r ull BenefiTs, Regional &
OTR
positions,
fllperience
Requir(.'(l, l'latbed Training Avail able. Horn.rdy 800·441·4171 ext.·
1 fl35 .
~--------------

ORIVfR TRAINEES-NO EXP[RI·
lNCf NHOED! Average. Sf>00$900/weekl Home often full ben·
efits, Trainee pay available. Job
Shbility. Swift Transponation. 1·
877-4 4 3-8289.
'
DRIV£R·COV[NANT
TRANS·
PORT. leom~ <~nd Solos check out
our new pay pl.m. Ask about our
Rcgoonal Rum. Owner Operator~.
El<pt•ricnced Driver~ . Solos, Teams
and Graduate Students C.Jil 1888 ·MOREPAY (l-888·667·3729).
DRIV[R·KNIGHT TRANSPORTATION -New Year-New Trucks-New
P,1y Scale-Call Travb, Amy, or Jay
for
details .
688 ·346-4639.
www .knighttrans.com.
EARN
MORE!
DRIVER-NEW
lncre.1~e in Pay Package. Contrac·
t or~ & Company Neeued. rl.ltbed·
Rl'frtgerared Tanker.
over-the·
roo~d. Some Regional . Commcrci3l
Drivt>r's License Training. 1 800 ·
7 71 -6318. www.primeinc.com
DRIVl R$: BLST gets Beltl.'rl Com·
p.1ny up to .45 cen ts Tl!ams to ~53
H·nts 0/0 to .93 cen ts per mtle!
New Lea~e Purchase Plan w/$0
Down! C.lll 1 · 800 CFI·DRIVI,
www.ciidrive.com

, ATTLNTION DR IV[!~ TRAIN[! 5
N[ EDr 0 . for M,ljor C.uroer~ ll
' COL Class A lraonrng Call Toll·
rree 1·866·638·008 11.

ORIVt RS, 0/0's & )mall fiPI't
owntrs. WTI Transport. 1 yr. OTR,
6 mo~. flatbed . Short & long h.Jul
avail. Home weekend~. great heneftts. 1·800·828-6452 . www.wti ·
trdnspo rt. com.

Month~ [~perience.
to We~t Coast "late

Mmimum 6
"Teams Run~
Mod el Equip·
ment •Great Pay Mtles & Benefots
Call Slt've Mo• True kmg. A~k for
Mar(i. 1-800·2'i1·S 148.

DRIVERS: Small company, Class
A COL, 2 yrs. experience, 23
year~ of age, top pay for teams up
to .89. Must pass Government
dearancP.. Call 417 -S 40-1349.

DALLAS II. MAVIS Dry Van Opera·
tion is Seekmg OWNlR/OPl RA ·
TORS for In Nc•w Mid · W~t Orv
VAN Oper.Jtoon. lrop Ac..lv.mce's
and Weekly Settll.'ments. (I) Yr .

()RIVERS-Home weekly , locJI,
dedi ca ted, regional/~hort haul..
o ver the road. No NYC. CDl/A/ti
01ark Motor Lines 800·264·2033 .

__;_-~--

COL A DR lVI R5 :

DRIVfRS-Profe~~ional

OTR. Earn

more money a
get ome morel
Regional. long II,IUI or Decfteated
positions available! PJid Training
.tbo ~v.rilable! 1· 800-lJS -5627
www.CDI jobs.com
I XP[RI(N([O DRIVI.RS
f.trn
334 39q/milt> with full Health
Benefits, 40 I K I:very Weekend
I lome and Dedicawd Opportunl·
tie~ Av.1il,1hle! ' CI.Hs·A (COl)
required 'C<~II TMC Tramporta·
tfon : 800·247·2862.
...
MAK[ MORt I' I R MILE I Here·~
yc>ur cho~ncc to gl'l a rllise. You
can make $ .40 lo $43 per mile.
Call lle.utland [xpre~' 1· 800·44 14953 www. heartlandt'xpr~s.com

--

--

1

---

OWN[R OPI RA IORS/CC>MPANY
Driver~ t latbed 82'lb of gro~~ or
premium fixed mile.•gc pran, 'l50
average trip, bonus /.rogram,
98.5% same day rdoa , Odlionwide and regoonal. Excellent
company diiH!r package. EW
Wylte (8001 338-3407 or (81 51
467· 2095.
STAR TRANSPORT NffDS ••• Inex·
pt>riencl'd ()rivers. llome mo't
weekends,
Peterutlt
Trurks,
Shared tuition. f ootl and Lodging
provHled St.u Trainong provoileiJ
through MTC DrivN lraoning. 1·
800·455· 4&8..! www.mtcdrover·
tr.lining.com
AVON·fntrepreneur w.1nted. Mu~t
bl.' willing to work whenever you
w,lnt, be your own boss, o~nd
en1oy unlimited earnings Let's
tJik IJ88·942 •4053.
Rf IINANCIAil Y IN OJ PF N D~ N r.
Minn<'&ot,t Company Nerd~ lion ·
e~t Dep1•ndable I'N~on In thl~
area Restock Rct.lii/Commercial
Accounts with Name Brand
Snack/Drink
Products .
4 ·6
Hour5/Wetk .
Earn
SSO,OOO
tpotenlfa 1). $8,900 Investment.
Won 't interfere with presl.'nt
employment. Good Credit rin.JnC·
ing availablr. 1·800-463-6678.
NURS£ PRACTITIONER -Owen•·
boro Medocal 1-teahh System Dav
JIOSition for _our Pre.Jdmossion
Cen ter in Perioperative Services.
Maslt•rs Degref' tn Nur~ong with
ARNI' licensure. Two ears expert·
ence in clinic environmentJ perioperattve txperience preJerred.
Current KY RN license, ARNP,
BLS, ACI 5 wnhin 2 yeJrs of hire.
Apply online at www . ohm~.org or
fax 270· 688•1610.
HACII(R RICRUITM(NT FAIR·
Sponsored by Westem Virginia

Public Education Consoruum·F ri ·
day, February &, 2004 ( 4 p.m.·8
p.m./- Saturday, Febru.Hy 7, 2004
(9 .1.m .• 2 Jl.m .i • Sdll.'m Civic Cen ·
ter, 1001 BoulevMd, S.l lnm, VA •
Pc~rticipating school divi~ion~ wtll
solicit app1ltations to fill 665
vacancies. Fm a uniform job
applirdtion and lnform.ltion visit
www.wvfec.org·Job fa~r or call
(540) 83 ·6399. Participating VIR
GINIA
~chool
divisions ;
Alleghany, Bath, Bland, Botetourt,
Carroll, Craig, DJnville, floyd,
rranklin, Gife~. Henry, Mont·
gomery, Patrick, Pitt~ylv,JOia,
Pu l.1skt, Roanoke City, Ro.1noke
County, Salem, and Wythe.
DRIV{R-Kn<ght Tran~portation
Miles & SmiTes. Call Travis, Am)· ,
or Jay.for details. 888·346·4639.
www.knighttrans.com
DRIVER-Needed, Plenty of rrcoght
plu\ new truck~ coming. hcellent
opportunitv, Regional & OTR
position~. 'Full l>enefits, b<peri·
ence required. ilatbed training
available. Hornady 800·441 -427l
ext.-f.T135.
ORIVERJOWNER OPFRATOR: Up
to
S.t500
Sign·On
Bonus!
Fl.ubed. Owner Operiltor (Dis·
count P.Jr~ & Service), Comp.1ny,
Jnd lease Purchase (jre.ll f'ay,
Bonu~es & Hometime! Boyd Bros.
800·54 3 · 8923.
DRIVERS be home twice a wef'k
and weekends. W.V.T . is St'l"king
fxp'd rlatbed drivers. 33 cpm,
Avg. $7SO·S800 wkly, Top flE>ne ·
fits, Conventional equlpnwnt.
800·246·6305.
0/0's Up to$ 1.60 a mile for Trac·
tor~ and $1 15 for Straight trucl.s .
Up to $3000 Sign-On Bonus!! Call
Tri·State £xpedued 888~4 ,
THE INDUSTRY's TOP PAY just
got R[TifR . Company drivt'r pay
going to $.43. Owner Qppr;uors
pay going to $.88! Heartland
hpress
1- 800·441 · 4953
www . heartlandexpre~s .com

WANT TO BfCOM[ A TRUC.:
DRIV£Rl 800-398·9908 Profes ·
sional Truck Driving School, P,ld·
ucah, KY.

FOR SALE
F~H

4·ROOM DIRECTV SYSHM
Including
lnstJIIationt free J .
Months HBO (7 movie chJnnelsl
w/subscriplion. Acces~ 225t TV
Channels Digital quality! l imltec..l

o

;

•

o

"

;

I

...

,

o

-

---

WWW,n().(•tst,lll.C"O~

BUSINCSS
OPPORTUNITIES
SALES L[AD[R·love Home P,Hty
Planl zeBiooms. home flor.rl t.Hh ·
ton companY., is expanding to your
area and •s looking for an experi ·
enced leader! CalfDanil'lle, <113 ·
599-4312 www.zeblooms rom

DISCOVfR WA TI'RllSS COOK
WARI·S!Uppml doing dinner partieslll.we some bi.'.Jutiful, 17·pC.
~urgic.rl st.l in less steel seh! Retail
$2000, now S695! l'irst 7 callers
price $3681 v.lposeal.com 1·800·
434 ·4628.

ArHNTION
HOMEOWNCRS.
Display Home~ Wanted for Vinyl
Sidong Replacem!'nt Windows. No
Payments until :1005. p,.ymenrs
starting at $89.00 per month. All
crtc..lit qualilies. Call 1·800·:.!51·
0843.

01511 N£TWORK: H.I'. T.S. regronal ~Prvict• providl!r, free dish, rree
Activation,
rrec
Installation,
l<merica·~ 100 Channel~. ttBO
and Cinemax. 3 months fRE.L
Fxpires 1·3 1·04 . Call Mark 1· 800·
589·8l09·PIN I 1109.

SSCASUSS Cash now for Wuc·
lured settlements, annuitie~. and
insurancto payouts. (8001 794·
7310 j.G. Wentworth ... JC Wf NT•
WORTH MEANS CAStt NOW fOR
STRUCTURED SETTLEMENTS.

WOtrr
TANNING
BEDS
AfrOkOAIH[ "(0NV£NI£NT Tan
AI
Home,
Paymtnh
From
S25/rnonth. f Rl£. Color C.Hdlog.
Call
Tod,ly
I 888 839·5160.

- -- - - - - - - - - - -~
and- Quaint
Restaurant dining.
Membersh1ps and home~ites info
502·S70·9849!

REAL ESTATE
Nt W 1600 SQ. fT. lOG CABIN
shell with lake access & free
boat ~lip on 35,000 acre lake
in Tenne~see hills . $89,900.
T!!rrns 800·704·31$4 ext . 544
Sunset Bay, llC.
N£W lAKr: CABIN: 579,900.
Newly Built 1500 Sq. feet Cedar
Stded Cabin on lakt' Cumberland.
ScrPcnt•d Patio. Wooded, Views,
I oft, ftc 600·770·93 t 1 fxt. 992.

TRAVEL

CASH FOR STRUCTURfD SrTTLE·
MENT/Annuity payments. It's your
moner! Get cash now when you
need it most! Oldesl/best '" the
business. Settlement Purchasers.
1-877-MONlV·M£.

!lAHAMAS SPRING BREAK Party
Cruise S Days from S279! Party
with Real WorltJ P;aris celebrities
at exclusive cast parties! Great
beaches and nightlife! Includes
meals, port/hotel taxes! Phone 1800·&78·6366 www .springbreak·
travt'l.com

GREAT
OPPORTUNITY
for
MONEY MOTIVATED mortgage
loan oHicer~ . We are e~panoing
statewide offering Conforming,
Non-Coniorming, ftiA and YA
mortgage loan~. fAX rtsume to
502·2311·8322

Spring Break Panama City S199l 7
nlghts, 6 fre-e parti~. free c011ers and
dnnks. 5
Sprtng 8reak 8ah.lmas
Crui~ $279. Cancun, J,•maica, Nas·
sau
S5291
Daytona
$1591
www.sprrngbreJktravel.com 1-800678 6J86

IMM[OIATE CASH! US Pension
All. NfW liAI'PY JACK ProDog (Rl
funding pays cash now ior 8 yeMs
& f'roPup (R) dewormer; Ctiew· . of your future pl'nsion p.Jymt•nt~.
.tbl<•, fi.IVOred Convenient, ceO·
Call 800·586·1325 for a FRff, no ·
nornic,ll Gets all ·1 mJjor worms.
obligation estimatr. www.uspen ·
ror pup~ ancJ I.JrgE" dog~. Distrib·
sionfunding.com
utr_? by r arthln!ls· 600 173 0442.

PANAMA CITY B(ACH, fl Spring
8re.Jk - World ramous Tiki Barl
Sandpiper· Beacon Beach Resort,
1 ·800·488·882!!, www.sandpi_rer·
be.1con.rom •, he fun Place!

------ ----

1Rl E 4 . RQOM OIR£CTV SYSTEM
lnc:luding Installation! free · 3·
Months Ft80 (7 movie channels)
w/~uhscription . AcceH 225+ TV
Channels. Digotal quality! limited
offer. Reuricrions dpply 1· 800·
.208-4617,
TANNINC
BFDS
\'VOl IF
AffORDA!lll "C0NVENI£NT Tan
At
1-fome,
P.Jyments
From
$25/month. FR[E Color Cat<~log .
Call
Today
1-888·839·5160.
www . np , t>tst~n .com

BUS INESS OPPORTUr\ITIES
AllfNTION
tiOMEOWNERS.
Display I tomes Wanted for Vinyl
S•dong Replacemt'nt Windows. No
Pdyments until 2005 . Payments
~tarting at S89.00 per monlh. All
credit qualifie~. Call 1·800·251 ·
084J.
S$CASt'ISS COJ•h now for struc·
lured settlt'mt'nts, annuitie~. and
insurance payouts. (8001 794·
7 3 I 0 J G. Wentworth ...!G W[NTWORTil MEANS CA5H NOW rOR
STRUCTUR[IJ SETTLEMENTS.
fARN YOUR D£ GRH -Onlone
from home, Bu~iness, paralegal,
computer speciali~t and more .
r in.lncial ~td, job placement
Jssistance dOd contputer~ provid ·
eel. C.1ll free (86bl 858·212 1 or

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED TO BUY: I will purchase
overrides, working lntere~ts or any
intt>rest in cufrt>nlly produnng oil
or gas welh. (270) 929·6095 or
(270) 683-0690.

FOR RENT
A
BfAUTIFUL,
COMPLETE
SMOKY MOUNTAIN W£001NC.
Original log Wedd111g Chapel.
Everything provided : photos,
video, flowe~ . formal wear, cab·
ins. Smokies best value. 1-800·
262-5683 www .smokymountain·
wedd.ngchapels.com
COME HOME TO CHERRY BLOS·
SOM VIllAGE in Georgetown!
Enjoy Beautiful views, Interstate
convenit>nce, Chdmpion~hip Coli

dar

ACT NOW! BOOK 11 people, get
12th trip free . Croup discounts for
+ www .springbreal<discounts.com
or 1800) 838·ll202

-----

PANAMA CITY BEACH. Sand·
p•per·Beacon Beach Resorl. From
$39 1· ..! pm or arrive Su./Mon.·
IRE£ night. Resrriclions. Pools,
river ride, Jacuzzi, tiki b.Jr, (800)
488· 8826 www .sandpiperbeacon.
SPRING BREAK 200-4 . TraveJ with
STS, America's 11 Student Tour
Operator. Cancun, _Acapulco,
Jam;,ica, Bahamas. Biggest par·
lies, best clubs! Calr for dis·
counts:
800-6-48·4849
or
www .ststravel.com

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLI NE:
3 p.m. WEDNESDAY

Go Online,
and check out
Murray State
stats \ the '
Racers'
.
news
this season! .org ,

Sunset Boulevard Music is now located
In the yellow building beside Wendy's
on Chestnut Street!
,.

MUSIC • CAR AUDIO • INSTALLATION

Voted ·
Best
Music
Store!

Comprehensive Eye Examinations
for Glasses & Contact Lenses
Over 40 Different Colors of Contacts to Choose From/

• Cataract and Glaucoma Screening
• Treatment of
Infections

Dr. Douglas W. Payne - Optometrist
506 N . 12th St.
In the Olymp1c Ploza Shopptng Center, nex! lo Los Portales
Murray •

h ..

==

(270) 753-5507 ·

:oco-::~

Walk-Ins Welcome

C~estnut St.

(Beside Wendv's) • Murray, KY • 7S~·011~

YOUR SPRING SCHEDUL[ :
ENGLI SH 101
CALCULUS 101
FILM 101

Rent 2 M ovies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.
C 2004 Bloc;ltbuster Inc.
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Racers fall short to Samford 61-5 8
by Nathan Clinkenbeard
A<>sistant Sporu Editor
After dominating its non-conference
schedule and starting the conference
season 2-0. the Racer basketball team
suffered a setback when the visiting
Samford Bulldogs frustrated the men
into a 61-58 loss on Jan. 15 at the
Regional Special Events Center.
The men rebounded, however, with
victories against Jacksonville State
and Tennessee-Martin on Saturday
and Tuesday. The victory against Tennessec - ~lartin moved the Racers'
recon.l to 14-3 overall and 4-1 in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Playing in the RSEC for the fiN
time in a month. the Racers challenged
Samfo rd. one of the newest members
of the OVC. Temporarily lacking the
intensity it had maintained all season,
the team fell behind at the start. a blow
from which it could not recover.
Samford used its Princeton playing
style, implementing back-door cuts
and lots of threes to take down the
Racers. With a 4 -0 lead, the Racers
seemed in command, but Samford
bolted ahead on a 23-2 run to make it
23-6.
After playing catch·up the entire
game, the men cut the Samford lead to
three pomts on a dunk by junior forward Kch in Brown with I :36 to play
in the second half. But that was a<;

close as the men could get as Samford
pulled out a stunning 61 -58 victory.
Brown led the team with 17 points
on 8-of- 12 shooting from th~: field.
Senior forward Cuthbert Victor was
held in check for the most part as he
collected eight points and eight
rebounds.
While rebounding had been the
Racers strength throughout the start of
the season. it became the team's
Achilles heel a~ the Bulldogs outrebounded the Racers 37-25.
Junior guard
Adam
Chiles
expressed his frustration and discussed
how his team needs to remember the
loss to Samford.
"We didn't expect to be undefeated,
and we didn' t expect to slump." Chiles
c;aid. "We just need to remember
Thursday in our hearts and remember
how we felt.''
On Saturday the players erased their
memories from the Samford loss and
got back to business by defeating Jacksonville State 89-84 at lhe RSEC.
Head Coach Mick Cronin was still
not pleased with his team's performance after allowing Jacksonville
Swte to score 84 points, 49 percent
from the field .
"The tir.-.t season (non-conference}
is over, and this is a whole new season." Cronin said. "Jacksonville State
found themselves, and they are learning how to win. They out-hustled us.

Track coach cancels
trip to Saluki tourney :
Staff Report
The 2004 spring season of
indoor track and field is
underway. The Racers were
scheduled to have their first
meet on Jan. 16 at tbe McDonald's Invitational at Southern
11linois Uuniversity in Carbondale, Ill. '
Although the Racers were
supposed to attend the meet at
SIU. head coach Norbert
Elliot deciued the team would
not be going to this event.
Dennison said a couple of
team members were not doing
well academically, so Elliot
decided not to attend the meet
without a full team.
"Coach made the decision
not to go to SIU." Dennison
said. "What he did is what
coaches do all the time."
However. team members
were allowed to go to Sl U but
they had to go unattached.
"Unattached means they
pay their own way." Dennison
said.
Jamie Nurnberger and
Emily Rader, both throwers
for the Racers. were the only

Rashod Taylor/ The News

Head Coach Mick Cronin keeps a cool head as his bench goes crazy
after a big basket to cut the deficit. The Racers lost to Samford 61-58.
got offensive rebounds and pressed us.
We found a way to win, but right now
we are the same team that we have
been, and we need to get betrer."
Chiles scored a career-high 21
points on 8-of-12 c;hooting to go along
with three as~i:sts anJ two steals.
Senior guard Kevin Paschel provided
a spark off the bench with 12 point~
and five assist:-. to go along with a
thunderous dunk over a Jacksonville
State player at the end of the fir:;t half.
On' Tuesday the Racers blew away
Tennessee-Martin 94-70 for its fourth
conference victory that broke the tie

for second place in the conference.
Brown led the Racers in scoring
with 16 to go along with three assists
and not a single turnover. Victor registered his eighth double-double of the
year as he tallied lO pointe; and II
rebounds. Overall. the Racers had six
players score in double figures.
The Racer team continues its conference schedule at 7 p.m. Saturday
when it takes on Tennessee State at lhe
Gentry Center in Nashville, Tenn. T he
team then heads to Texas for a nonconference battle with Texas A&M
Corpus Christi at 7:05p.m on Monday.

members making the trip to
SIU Carh<mdale. Both women
did outstandingly well in the
competition.
Nurnberger. junior from
Brighton Ill.. participated in
the weight throwing division.
She ended the day with a second-place tinish. Nurnberger
said she started well and is
excited about the rest of the
season.
Rader, sophomore from
Liberty, also participated in
the weight throwing division
where she placed seventh. "I
am eager to see how the season unfolds,'' Rader said .
Regular indoor track and
field season is scheduled to
last through Peb. 20 with the
last meet in Cape Girardeau.
Mo., for the Southeast Missouri State Invitational.
The Racers will also be
competing at the Tennessee
State Invitational as well as
the Indiana Invitational.
The Ohio Valley Conference Championships will be
hosted by Ea-;tern Ill inois on
Feb. 28 through March I in
Charleston, Ill.

Enter to win a heart~opplng
gift for that special someone!
(A $20,000 VALUE)

2 locations to serve you better! • Soup & fresh
salad bar
406 N. 12th St. 1004 Paris Road
Murray
759-2348

Mayfield
247-8188

• Hand-dipped
ice cream

I 0°11> OFF hufft.·l with MSl l 10

~ !Bs~ !1iJCl~Jj. SJ@.
NEW LOCATION NOW OPEN

UV-FltEE
SP.RAY
TANNING

' ·::·~-· n~agic
. ;{

. '-

-

.

.

WHOLE
BONELESS
PORK LOIN

BONELESS,
SKINLESS
CHICKEN
BREASTS

•

MOI ST & n NOlRe

4to7U.. Av.

_, _

TYSON Pomily Poll

lb.

7:.

MASH'S Low Salt

BOOTJI

COCA·COLA
2 LITER

'19

-lflrtll ....ulor,
Diet . _ Colhlne ,,..

¢

With Cerci

•

each

·---- ssgg ~!=~ 2$6
BREYERS

C"ARMIN TISSUE

.. __
·------=-

·I 1'1\>.400-,., ~... 100 ~ 1'1.

MINUTE MAID
FRUIT PUNCH

- ~1'1.

(Uie64 ec.dft.)

"

~

Ell

_

.,,..., :104-,.,....

,,..,_,. ,......

,.IMIUM (64 o"' dft.)

BOUNTY TOWELS •

each

unique Mexican Food · Dell sandwiches
-.~~ •••. specials · salads ·
. 8BQ

•

special Price Lunch Menul /)

KROGER
HUNK
-o,.
SHREDDED

~ Open Mon. - sat 11 a.m. - 12 a.m.

CHEaSE

,,.
... pice.)
s.leclwol
VarleiW

....EJII,,...,

KROGER
aUCED BACON
aMOK£0
a AUSAQE

·-~-'111 ........,

F•M•Y
BOLOGNA
(1 6oa. pkg.)

BONELESS
HALF PORK LOIN

. 2:4
. gg--- 219
5

•

lit.

(I tb.pkg.)

Ultralrim -or-

s..,- Diapen;

(I oa. pltg.)

SEAPAK
POPCORN SHRIMP
112-. plce.J

.$29!

(33 1o 14 ct. pke.J

each

MURRAY, KY

t

I

lED
KROGER .IELLY -or- .lAM
IU oa.) ~ ..,_ Or..- olelly

-car..."-

1:11

KROGER 8 COUNT BUNS
(t:l t e 14 oa.l OrltiMI•eP..._
IMdwlcb ..,. (1 ~ ... ) Net Dot

Ell
BROWN 'N SERVE

ROLLS

tuiOQEJI

-h

RED SEEDLESS
GRAPES

•

--

69

KIIOGER

TOMATOES
.......
Ell

DOLE
aALAD aLENDa

..,. .. ,, _ _ ,,_,,_..-!

tJ.
P
lit.

_!169
..

.2~4 .. &&...,

s.lectM Varlet*

KROGER BREAD

,.,n. u,.. ..,.. Gooolnllea
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